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EXCITED STATE ENERGY TRANSFER STUDIES 

USING ELECTRON SPIN COHERENCE 

John Conarroe Brock · 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Labor
atory and Department of Chemistry; University of California, 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The use of electron spin coherence techniques for examining the 

dynamics of excited states subject to energy transfer processes is des-

cribed. Equations detailing the time evolution of a coherently coupled 

two-level system are presented and developed to include the effects of 

feeding and decay processes on coherence induced in an excited state 

ensemble. 

Various mechanisms responsible for a loss of phase coherence in 

an excited state ensemble are identified and discussed, including the 

effects of energy exchange between systems that are not translationally 

equivalent. Application of these considerations to several coherence 

experiments reveals that non-equivalent exchange processes produce a 

loss of coherence independent of any interactions between the exci-

tation .and its environment. One coherence experiment, spinlocking, is 

discussed in detail, along with a model describing the effect of mult

iple energy transfer routes on the decay of the spinlocked coherent 

component. 

Also described is electron spin ordering, a new approach for ex

amining electronically excited states. Induced by adiabatic demagnet

ization in the rotating frame (ADRF), electron spin ordering is capable 
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of monitoring certain features of the time evolution of environments 

' surrounding an ensemb1e of excitations without tbe use of a coherent 

component subject to dephasing. A model incorporating kinetic features 

of excited state ensembles is developed to characterize the decay of 

the ordered state for both on and off resonance applications. Ex

perimental considerations involved with electron spin ordering are 

also discussed. 

To illustrate the above considerations, spinlocking and electron 

spin ordering are used to study exciton transport between localized 

isotopic impurity states via the one-dimensional triplet exciton band 

of 1,2,4,5 d2-tetrachlorobenzene. Measurements of the rate constant 

for trap to trap migration as a function of both temperature and trap 

concentration are presented, along with a model for calculating the 

quantum yield of excitons that migrate to different trap sites upon 

thermal promotion. 

·" 
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Chapter I 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When t~is work was first started the major emphasis was directed 

towards the examination of the dynamics of various aspects of exciton 

transport in imperfect solids. This is still the case today, 

however during the course of the project it became increasingly clear 

to the author that the coherence techniques being developed and expanded 

upon for this work were remarkably powerful methods for examining 

properties of excited states in general and that a presentation of 

these techniques and their applications to a particular problem would 

be of considerable value. 

As an experimental field, the application of magnetic resonance 

coherence experiments to excited states is still under development, 

b~th in experimental finesse and interpretation of results. Thus it 

is not the intention of this work to present a comprehensive 

"cook book" for the use of coherence in excited states; rather it is 

meant to provide a foundation of general considerations that can be 

expanded upon to meet the physical, experimental, and interpretive 

requirements of a particular problem. In addition, it is hoped that the 

use of a sp~cific application as an illustration will serve to demonstrate 

the many pitfalls and blind alleys that have been encountered in the 

course of developing these experiments and aid future workers in 

id~nt~fying and avoiding them. 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Although manifestations of coherent coupling in excited states 

were discovered many years ago, (1-5) it was not until relatively 

recently that magnetic resonance coherence techniques were applied to 
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ensembles of excited states. Harris (6) initiated the development by 

considering the ram~fications of coherently coupling magnetic 

sublevelsin triplet states. Shortly thereafter, optically detected 

transient nutations (7) were observed, marking the first experimental 

application of coherence techniques as a means for examining excited 

triplet states. Subsequently spin echoes (8) and Carr-Purcell

Meiboom-Gill multiple pulse echoe~ (9) were observed in excited 

triplet states using conventional detection methods. 

In 1973, a new method for detection,the probe pulse~ (10) 

was. developed permitting coherent components of a triplet ensemble 

to be displayed as a time-dependent population difference between 

the coupled levels. Thus coherence information could be obtained in 

double resonance experiments, (11-12) frequently providing an increase 

of several orders of magnitude in sensitivity over conventional 

transverse coil methods. Since that time, a number of ~oherence 

experiments, including those described in this work, have been 

performed in triplet states using this method for optical detection. 

These include rotary precessions, (13) spinlocking, (14, 15) free

induction decay (10, 16) and electron spin ordering induced by adiabatic 

demagnetization in the rotating frame. (17) 

DEVELOPMENT 

In order to acquaint the reader with some concepts that will be 

drawn upon throughout the work, the presentation is begun with some 

general considerations. Chapter II presents some formalism associated 

with coherence in excited states, while Chapter III concentrates on 

& 
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mechanisms that produce a loss of e·xcited state coherence. 

Using this material as background, a more detailed examination of 

particular techniques is present~d in the subsequent chapters. Chapter 

IV focuses on spinlocking, (14,18-19) a technique of considerable im

portance for examining inhomogeneousl.Y broadened systems. Chapter V 

details a different and exciting approach to coherence. This technique, 

electron spin ordering by adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating 

frame (ADRF), provides unique information concerning the time develop

ment of the local environments around an excited state. A specific 

application of ADRF and spinlocking to the study of the dynamics of 

localized and delocalized states interacting in molecular solids is 

presented in Chapter IV, along with~ discussion of interpretive 

problems encountered in the application of coherence techniques to 

systems with multiple decay channels. Experimental methods and equip

ment necessary to carry out these experiments in excited triplet states 

are also detailed in this last chapter . 
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Chapter II 

Coherence in Excited States: General Considerations 

In this chapter, the well-known mathematical formal~sm and a 

geometric representation of this formalism are presented to describe the 

time development of a coherently coupled two level system. Initially 

the presentation will deal with states that are not fed from or 

decay to an outside populat~on reservoir, the case for example in 

nuclear magnetic resonance. Feeding and decay processes affecting 

the time dependent populations of the coupled levels are then considered 

to permit the extension of the formalism to excited states. 

Additional corrections due to spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation 

are discussed briefly along with a presentation of the 11 probe pulse 11 

method for explicitly displaying coherence information as a population 

difference between the coupled levels. 

In the following discussion, the driving field coupling the 

levels is treated classically and it is assumed that the wavelength 

of the field is much larger than the dimensions of the ensemble of 

two level systems. Furthermore, it is assumed that the driving 

field is of sufficient strength that any intrinsic fields induced in 

the sample are negligible by comparison. 

Basic Theory 

Consider an ensemble of two level systems characterized by the 

intrinsic time-independent hamiltonian Jf0 and its associated eigen

vector spectrum jX> and jY>. At any time, the state of a particular 

• 
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system j may be represented by the superposition, 

( 1 ) ~.(t) = a.(t)e-(i/n}ExtiX> + b.(t)e-(i/h)EytiY>. 
J J J 

The equation of motion describing the system is 

(2) Hn~. = Jf~., 
J J 

where JC = JC0+V(t),andv(t)',theperturbation associated with the oscilla

ting driving field, is represented by 

( 3) 

w1 represents the strength and orientation of the driving field, 
~ 

whi 1 e A represents the appropriate quantum mechani ca 1 operator that 

couples IX> and IV>. As long as V(t) is large compared to interactions 

affecting individual members of the ensemble, Equations 1 and 2 are 

identical for all j and represent ensemble averages. 

It has been demonstrated many times ( 20 ) that for pert~rbati ons 

of the form of Equation __ 3 __ , a transformation to a representation 

rotating at the perturbation frequency, w, is particularly useful . 

This is accomplished by applying the unitary operator 

(4) -1 u. 
J 

= exp ( i w1c
0 
t/hw

0 
. ), 
J 
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where hwo. is the energy splitting (Ey- Ex)j between the two states 
J 

of the jth system. The transformed wavefunction becomes 

(5) 

-i(w - w)Ext/hw 
l o. o. 

= u- ~.(t) = a.(t)e J J IX> 
. J J 

-i(w - w)Ey. t/hw o. o. 
+ b.(t)e J JIY> 

J 

and the transformed hamiltonian is given by 

(6) Jc* = Jc0· [l - (w/w )] + u-1v(t)U. o. 
J 

Replacing ~J.(t) in Equation 2 by U.lf'.(t), performing the differentia
J J 

tion, collecting terms, and projecting out th~ IV> component yields 

(7) ihb(t) = b(t)Ey[l - (w/w
0

_)] + (hw/2)a(t) (e-i¢+ ei( 2wt + ¢)) 
J 

X <YIAIX>. 

Only the stationary terms corresponding to one circularly polarized 

component of V(t) are important; hence 

(Sa) b. ( t) 
J 

• 
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Similarly, 

( 8b) a. ( t) 
J 

Choosing the zero of energy to lie halfway between Ex and Ey and 

defining ~w. = w - w, i.e., the difference between the resonant 
J 0. 

J 
frequency of the jth system and the driving field frequency, one can 

integrate Equations 8 to get the rotating frame coefficients, 

(9a) 

(9b) 

b(t) 

a. ( t) 
. J 

w 

.. 0 0 i¢ 
0 _ ( 16w. a - b w .e ) _ 

= a cos(w./2)t + · J · J sin(w./2)t, 
J - J w 

where wj = (w~ + t.wj) 112 and the matrix elements have been chosen to 

c9rrespond to magnetic dipole transitions. Returning to the 

laboratory frame by operating with U results in multiplying the 

above coefficients by the energy phase factors associ a ted with 

their respective states, as in Equation 1. 

* * The terms aa and bb are the same in.both representations 

and are the occupation probabilities of the states IX> and IV> respec-

* * tively, while the cross terms ab and ba display information about 

* * coherence in the ensemble. Since ab and ba contain phase factors 

that depend on the energy difference of the two 1 eve ls, it is 

apparent that random fluctuations of the energies of these states 

* * will cause the ensemble averages <ab > and <ba >to be zero~ the 
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phases being randomized by the small fluctuations in the energies 

of each system. Thus even though each system j may have non-zero 

cross terms, the ensernb 1 e· average of the phase factors is in genera 1 

zero, and the ensemble displays no coherent component .. If a 

perturbation that is strong relative to the interactions responsible 

for the energy fluctuations is , app 1 i ed, the energy difference 

is essentially constant throughout the ensemble, the ensemble 

average of the phase factors is non-zero, and the ensemble displays 

a coherent component. If the perturbation is removed, the phase 

factors again start to interfere or ''dephase 11 in a characteristic 

time that reflects the range of energy differences between 

the levels in the ensemble, i.e., the linewidth of the transition 

between the states. This energy spread may result from interactions 

of the systems with their local environments or may be due to 

lifetime broadening of the energy levels. Only an ensemble of 

infinitely long-lived levels completely decoupled from their 

surroundings can display a non-decaying coherent component in the 

absence of a coher~nt perturbation. 

A Geometric Picture 

A particularly elegant geometrical interpretation of the above 

formalism was first developed by Feynman, Vernon and Hellwarth 
+ (FVH) (21 ), who constructed a vector r' whose components in 

the laboratory frame are given by 

.. 

.. 
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(io a) rl = 
* -iw0t 

(ba e 
* iw0t * * + ab e )/ ( aa + bb ) 

. 
* -iw0t * iw0t . * * (10 b) r2 = i (ba e ab e )/(aa + bb ) 

... 

* * * I * * * where ry = bb /(aa + bb) and rx = aa /(aa + bb ). 

The time evolution of the system can then be represented by 

a vector torque equation of the form, 

(11 ) . 
. 
-+1 -+I -+' 
r =nxr, 

-+ 
where the components of Q are given by 

(12 c) 

This geometric representation of the eqliati on of motion permits the 

time evolution of an ensemble to be viewed as a vector precessing 
-+ I I 

around an axis defined by the effective field Q • Note that r3 is 
I I 

just the population difference of the levels, while r1 and r2 are 

the coherent components. For a two level system, these components 
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correspond to a detectable "pseudo magnetization"; indeed it is just 
I I 

r1 and r2 , the "in-plane" components, that are sensed by the transverse 

coils in conventionally detected magnetic resonance. 

As mentioned before, it is convenient to vi·ew this vector in 

a representation- rotating at the perturbation frequency w. In 

this case, a rotating ~ is defined as above using the rotating frame 

coefficients (no phase factors) defined in Equations 9a and 9b, while the 

effective field components are transformed to 

nl = (eiwt v + -iwt v )/h e yx xy 

(13) ~l2 = (eiwt 
vyx - e -iwt V ) /h 

xy 

In this representation, the in-plane coherent components rotate at 

the off-resonance frequency 6w, while r 3 is left unaltered as before. 

~ now corresponds to a driving field of magnitude 6w along r3, and· 

is referred to as the local field. 

Since the in-plane components r1 and r2 will precess with 

frequency n3, the loss of coherence can be visualized as a dephasing 

of the in-plane components of members of the ensemble due to the 

different local fields 6w. and hence precessional frequencies 
J 

experienced by the various systems. The vector 

l Lr· representing the ensemble average of the 
N · · 2 

J 

1 ~ . 
sums -~r1 or N . 

J 
coherent components 
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will decay to zero in a time governed by the frequency range of the f\.w. 
J 

terms. This is illustrated in Figure 1 

Feeding and Decay 

The above presentation is well known and has been developed by 

many workers. However, it is not applicable to excited state,s which 

are subject to feeding and decay processes. In a comprehensive study of 

this case •. Breilana, Fayer, and Harris (22,23) ex.pl icitly considered the ef-

feet of feeding -and decay on coherence in e~cited states, as well as the 

effects of various relaxation mechanisms on the r vector components. 

Although this work was couched in a density matrix formulation, it is 

easily treated in a Schrodinger representation as follows. 

Decay processes are incorporated into the model by allowing the 

state amplitude terms a(t) and b(t) to decay exponentially, 

* with the condition that aa decay exponentially with a rate constant 

reflecting the lifetime of the state IX> and a similar requirement 

* for bb . This is accomplished by adding decay terms to Equations ( 8 ) 

such that 

(14) 

where kx and ky are the decay rate constants for states IX> and IY> 

respectively. It should be noted that r1 and r2 will also decay, dis

playing an average decay constant ~A= (k + k )/2, i.e. decay from the 
X y 

superposition state is accounted for. 



r3 
.O.eff 

r2 ... Jt' 

r, 

A. The effective driving field 
in the rotating frame 

~ 

ri 9 . 1 

r3 

r2 ~ ~ 1 

rl 

r· J 

B. De phasing in the r1 - r2 plane 
caused by free pre cess ion t 

about the local field 

XBL 766-7102 

I 
1--' 
N 
I 
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Feeding, however, can only occur to the ei genstates I X> and 

IV>, ( 22) since entering population does not experience the pertur

bation until it enters one of these states. Let r~(O){z=l ,2,3,x,y) be 

the component at t = 0. Then at t = L, 

L L 

(15) rz(L) = r~(L) + ey ~ ~(t)dt +ex~ r~(t)dt 
0 0 

where ey and ex are feeding rates to the states I Y> and I X>~ and 

r~(t) (L = x,y) is the time dependent contribution of rl to rz. 

·since each r component will explicitly depend on both ry and rx, 

the term r~(t) is just the coefficient of rl in the decay expression 

for the zth r vector component. 

Integrating Equation ( 14), substituting into Equation ( 10) and 

calculating the feeding coefficients produces equations describing the 

full time evolution of r in the absence of spin-lattice or spin-spin 

relaxation. Defining 

k0 = ( k - k ) 12 
X y a= Rerwi + (6w + ik0)2J 

112 

B = Im[ wi + (6ttJ + ik0)
2
J112 

2 2 -kAt · · 
A = [ 1/(kA + a )J [ kA + e (a sinat - kA cosat)J 

B 
2 2 -kAt 

= [ 1/(I<A + a )J [a - e (kA sinat + a cosat)] 

e 1/( 2 2) -k t( . h ) = [ I<A - B 1 [ ka- e B s1nhBt + kAcos Bt 1 

-k t 
= [ 1/(k! - (i)J [ B - e (kA sinhSt+ S coshSt)] 0 
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results in these equations for the r vector components: 

== 

(16) 

+ 2(b * 2i¢ b* -2i¢) w1 a e . + a e 

0 0 0 0 + 2w1 (k 0(r + r )cos¢+ 6w(r - r )sin1:J)J cosat 
Y X X y 

0( 2 2 2 2 2 * 2i¢ * -2i~ + [ r 1 a + S - k0 - 6w) - w
1

(ba e + ab e ) 

- 2w1( k0 (r
0 

+ r
0

)cos¢ + 6w(r0 - r 0)sincb)J coshBt 
I y X X y . 

-2[ r~L~ + Gk 0) - w1 (r~ - r~)acoscp - (r; + r~)Gsinq,)J 

0 r )Bcos<jl y· 

-+ (r~ + r.~)etsin<P)J sinhst} + 
2

w1 
2 

{Ck
0

(c +c) 
- (a + S ) x Y 

x (A - C) + (C - C )(aB + SD)]cos¢ 
. X y 

+ [6w(Cx - C )(A - C) + (C + C )(aD+ SB)]sin¢}. 
y X .Y 

= e -kAt { o( 2 2 k2+, 2) . 2(b * 2i¢ ab* e-2irt>) 
2 2 fr 2 a +8 + 0 LIW - 1w1 a e -

2(a -+S) 

0 0 0 0 . + 2w1 (Dw(r - r ) cos¢- k0(r + r )sln:7l)lcoshBt X y X Y . -
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(16) continued 

+ 2[ r 0
1(flwa+l3k0)+w.({ r0 - r 0)asin<P+ ( r 0+ r 0 ) Scoscp)]sinat 

1 X y X y. 

w 
+ 2

1 
2 { [ ilw( Cy-C ) (A-C) + ( C +C )( SB-aD )1 cos<j> 

(a +13 ) X X y 

e -kAt { 0 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2- [r {a +13 -k0 -ilw )-r w 

2(a +8 ) y X 1 

( * i¢ * -i<P * i<P * -i<P - w1( k0 yx e + xy e )-iilw(yx e - xy e )1 cosat 

* i<P * ·,~, - iilw(yx e - xy e_,'+' )1 coshBt 

0 . * . * . . * . * . 
+[2r y(ilwa+Bk

0
)+UJ_(S(yx e 1 <P+xy e- 1

<1>) -ia(yx e1 <P -xy e -l<P)}]sinhBt 

cY {( 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -} + 2 2 ~ a +8-k0 -f..w )A+2(ak0-ilwB)B+(a +8 +k0+t..ul )C+2(ilwa+k0B)D . 
2 (a +s ) · 

ex { 2 } + 2 2 w1(C-A) 
2(a +s ) . 
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(16) Continued 

c 
+ X 

. 2(a2+ri) { (i+s2 - k6 - t:,.~.})A - 2(k0a -l'lwS)B 

+(ci+s
2 

+ k6 + l'lw2)c- 2(llwa+k0s)o} 

cy { 2 l + 2 2 wl(C- A)f 
2 (a +s ) 
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{16) Continued 

cY { 2 2 2 2 2 + 2 2 (a +S - k0 - b.w + w1 ) A + 2 (ak0 - ~ulS) B 
2(a +s ) 

• 
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Relaxation 

The above treatment ignores T1 and T2 relaxation processes, 

not only for simplicity and clarity, but also because these processes 

can be unimportant in certain applications of coherence techniques. 

To date, coherence experiments applied to ensembles of triplet states 

are limited to the solid state at lowtemperaturewhere spin-lattice 

relaxation is relatively unimportant. T2 processes will always 

produce a loss of coherence, even in homogeneous lines, and cannot 

in general be neglected unless the perturbation (assumed strong 

relative to the couplings responsible for the energy difference 

spread in the ensemble) is maintained throughout the experiment, 

effectively increasing the T2 time to the point where it is an 

unimportant decay channel. The experiments discussed in this work fall 

under this classification or contain "coherent" information in a 

population difference component r 3, so that the formalism presented above 

is an adequate representation. Detailed considerations of the effects 

of relaxation are presented in Reference (23 ). 

Detection of Coherence: The Probe Pulse 

In classic magnetic resonance experiments, the 11 in-plane 11 coherent 

components are detected directly by the signal they induce in transverse 

coils. Several coherence experiments in excited states have also been 

monitored successfully with this technioue, including the first obser

vation of spin echoes in triplet states states by Schmidt (8). However, 

this method has several distinct drawbacks: 

{1) The available sensitivity is somewhat limited, being comparable 

to ESR and NMR sensitivities of approximately 1013 systems/cc. This 
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frequently poses a problem when dealing with excited states because this 

excitation density may not be obtainable if the lifetimes of the levels 

involved are sufficiently short. In other cases it can often require 

extremely strong optical pumping sources. 

(2) The time resolution is not adequate to monitor all features of 

some coherence experiments. Because of cavity overload and amplifier 

saturation induced by the on-resonance r.f. perturbation, the available 

time regime is limited to the microsecond region. Although this is ad

equate for nuclear systems, the much larger gyromagnetic ratio associated 

with electrons produces dynamic effects on the nanosecond time scale. As 

an example, free induction decays associated with zero-f~eld transitions 

in organic molecules are typically on the order of a 100 nanoseconds, 

(10,16) much too fast to be measured conventionally. 

In 1973 Breiland, Harris and Pines (10) demonstrated that the coher

ent information contained in r 1 and r2 can be directly converted into an 

r3 component, i.e. coherent information can be displayed as an explicit 

population difference between the two levels involved. Their technique 

requires the application of a 11 probe pulse., of duration T = w1/2n, which 

converts ei.ther the r1 or r2 component into an r3 component depending on 

the phase of the perturbation as may be verified by substitution into 

Equations (16).· In addition, any r3 component existing previous to the 

probe pulse is converted into an in-plane component, so that the popula

tion difference after the pulse directly measures one of the coherent 

~omponents. A pictorial representation of this is presented in Figure 

2. 
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OPTICAL DETECTION QF COHERENT COMPONENTS. 
THE PROBE PULSE 

" 0 r z-. '2,.__.<:__ __ 

0 

r ----- r3 
~ Phose= 0 

Probe Pulse (11/2) 

~ 
Phose=90 

XBL 766-7101 

Fig. 2. The effect of a· probe n/2 pulse on the r-vector. Which 

component is converted to a population difference is 

dependent upon the phase of the r.f. field. 
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The probe pulse method has the distinct disadvantage of being a 

"point-by-point" probe in time, unlike the essentially continuous monitor

ing available with conventional techniques; however it presents several 

attractive features. These include: · 

(1) optical detection of coherence. By using the optical emission of 

the levels involved to monitor their populations, one has a particularly 

sensitive double resonance technique for monitoring the loss of coherence 

in an excited ensemble. Since optical frequency photons are detected, an 

increase of 104 or 105 in sensitivity over conventional methods can be 

achieved, permitting the use of coherence techniques on systems with very 

short lifetimes. 

(2) The time domain is extended to the submicrosecond region, and is 

limited in principle only by the duration of the probe pulse. 

(3) The technique can be used to monitor coherence in systems in zero 

external field, thereby providing information concerning the intrinsic 

nature and time evolution of the environment surrounding the excitation. 

For these reasons the probe pulse technique is particularly well 

suited for detecting coherence in excited states, and has been the method 

employed in most of the experiments performed to date. 
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Chapter III 

Decay of Coherence 

In this chapter, a number of physical processes responsible for 

loss of coherence are identified and discussed. The presentation 

will focus briefly on general considerations and then center on 

a most importani decay mechanism for coherence, energy transfer. 

Much of the formalism presented in describing the effect of energy 
' exchange may be used unaltered to understand the effects of other 

decay processes. 

For the following discussion, it will prove most illustrative 

to present the formalism of Chapter II in terms of a density matrix 

(24,25)p'(t). In the IV>, !)<>basis of the two levels that are coupled 

by the perturbation V(t), p'(t) is given by 

1 + r3 rl - i r2 
* * 

pI ( t) = (aa + bb } 
2 

rl + ir2 1 - r3 
( 17) 

2r y - ir2 * * 
y 1 

(aa + bb ) = 
2 rl + i r 2 2r 

X. 

and follows the equation of motion 

(18) = [JCO + V ( t) , p ( t)] . 

. 
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Applying the unitary transformat'i on defined in Equation .JL yi e 1 ds 

the rotating frame density matrix p (t): 

* * [ 1 + 
r3 rl - i r2 ]. {19) p(t) =(aa+bb) 

2 
rl ir2 1 - r3 

In the rotating representation, the equation of motion becomes 

( 2 0) p ( t) = s-1 p ( 0) s, 

where in the absence of feeding and decay 

(2la) * S = exp (- iJC t/h) 

and is. the time-evolution operator associated with the transformed 

hamiltonian presented in Equation _6_. It is easily verified that 

Equation ~corresponds to Equations ~with feeding and decay 

terms set to zero by considering the exp liai t form of s-1 in the 

two level rotating basis: 

I ~in~t + 
'· - 2 ! w 
I 

= I 
I 

I wl i q, . w 
1

1 

-- e Sln-t 
! w 2 
\ 

·'--· 

-1 Decay terms can be easily incorporated into the expression for S , 

however feeding must be dealt with separately in the equation of motion, 

i.e. 
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(22) p(t) 

t 

S dT + C f s'r ro Q] S dT . 
T y TLO 1 T 

0 

One must use st instead of s-l in this situation because the 

time evolution operator incorporating decay processes is no longer 

t simply a similarity transformation~ and hence S is no longer equal 

to s- 1. 

However, for the purposes of this discussion feeding and decay 

may be neglected so that the effect of various other physical 

processes are directly manifested in the time dependence of the 

elements of the density matrix. 

Decay of Coherence: General Considerations. 

As discussed previously, the loss of coherence in an ensemble is 

the direct result of energy fluctuations of the states compris·ing 

the ensemble since they in turn determine the phase factors governing 

the time evolution of the coherent terms. These fluctuations may 

be rapid with respect to the time scale of a coherence experiment, 

i.e., the ensemble gives rise to a single homogeneously broadened 

transition, or they may be slow or static (corresponding to differences 

i.n the time-averaged environments of the members of the ensemble) 

in which case the transition is inhomogeneously broadened. In this 

latter case, the transition is a sum of homogeneous lines distributed 

in frequency space according to the inhomogeneous lineshape. 

Viewed in the rotating frame, the phase factors are of the form 

e±i~wt, where ~w is the off-resonance or local field corresponding to 
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. the r 3 direction (Figure _1_). Strictly speaking 

(23) 6w = (1/h) 

where INT XDIAG are the terms in the interaction Hamiltonian 

of the excitation and its environment that commute with ~0 . 

An ensemble variation of 6w · (inhomogeneous) or a rapid 

fluctuation in 6w (homogeneous) corresponds to a range of local 

fi~lds~ · producing a dephasing of the in-plane coherent components. 

in. the ensemb 1 e. 

The interaction Hamiltonian of the excitation and its'erivironment 

is given by 

where J(Q represents quadrupole coupling to the nuclei, J<HF is the hyper

fine interaction, and J~-E is interaction of the excitation with 

phonons.~6-30) The first two terms may have essentially static or 

slowly varying components due to the set of quantum states of the 

nuclei with long T1's surrounding a partitular excitation. These 

components give rise to an inhomogeneous spread in environments, 

each particular set of quantum numbers corresponding to a particular 

environment and hence to a particular local field value. There are 

also rapidly varying components resulting from small fluctuations 

in the set of nuclear qoantum states associated with a particular 
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environment producing a homogeneous broadening of the transition 

energy. 

The excitation-phonon coupling is capable of producing additional 

energy fluctuations by inducing transitions between isochromats 
' 

(homogeneous lines) within an inhomogeneous line, or promoting 

transitions to states that are outside of the ensemble, thus 

contributing additionally to the homogeneous linewidth. 

A number of coherence experiments have been developed to examine 

various aspects of JCINT" Free induction decays ( 31 ) sample the full 

inhomogeneous broadening of the ensemble and provide a correlation 

time corresponding to the observed lineshape. Spin echoes ( 32) and 

multiple pulse echoes ( 33) sample only the homogeneous linewidth by 

employing ·urefocussing pulses 11 that effectively remove the inhomo-

geneous or slowly varying components of JCINT" Spinlocking, a tech

nique in which the perturbation (stronger than interactions coupling 

the members of the ensemble) is maintained throughout the experiment, 

can be used to measure the loss of coherence induced by transitions 

to states outside the ensemble and hence is a particularly valuable 

technique for examing energy exchange and decay processes of excited 

states. Its application to excited states is discussed in detail in 

Chapter IV. 

Effect of Energy Exchange 

Energy exchange resulting in transitions among members of the 

ensemble can also produce a loss of coherence independent of ~ 

energy fluctuations if the transition is between non-equivalent systems 
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sharing the same environment (Fig.3). In most instances this corresponds to 

exchange between identical molecules that are not translationally 

equivalent, an easily realizable situation in gases, liquids and 

most solids. 

Since non-equivalent exchange can mix any and all levels in a 

multi-level system of excited states, it is illustrative to include 

a third level IZ> in our rotating-frame basis. The perturbation 
I 

will still be taken as coupling only IX> and IV> so that in the 

absence of exchange, 

* 2zz ( t) 0 0 
* * ~ 

p ( t) a a + bb (aa +bb*) 
r3(t) r1 (t)..:ir2(t) (25) = 0 1 + 

2 
0 r 1(t) + ir2(t) 1 - r3(t) 

and the time evolution operator becomes 

(26) 

l ( i /h ~:2t.utj 
e 

0 

0 

0 

w -
1 i ¢ . wt -w e Sln2 

Equation~ again describes the time evolution of p. 

0 

However, 

if non-equivalent exchange occurs, both diagonal and non-diagonal 

elements of p in any basis will suffer discontinuous changes. The 

time evolution operator may also change depending on the environment 

and perturbation strength experienced at the second site. 
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I 

Let pl be the laboratory frame density matrix describing the 

systems at site l. Since the orientations of the systems at the two 

sites are related to each other by at most a translation (a) and 

rotation (¢,8,~), the effect of exchange may be written as 

{27) 

I 

where the exchange operator R is given by 

and p2 is the density matrix describing the system immediately after 
-+ 

exchange from site l to site 2; P is the momentum of the coupled 
II I 

system, and Jz, JY, and Jz are the angular momentum operators 

associated with the various axes of rotation. In general, the rota

tions have no effect on the intrinsic hamiltonian Jf0 , and merely 

alter the strength of externally applied perturbations experienced 

at the different sites. If the unperturbed hamiltonian is externally 

induced (e.g., by a D.C. Zeeman field), the local field 6w at the 

second site will be different, and coherence will be lost both by 

mixing of the states and energy fluctuation. 

The state of the system after exchange is merely a linear combi

nation of the eigenstates of J~ expressed in the basis set of the 

original site, with coefficients that depend not only on the relative 

orientations of the sites, but also on the time of the exchange event 
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RESONANT ENERGY EXCHANGE ROUTES 

BETWEEN COHERENTLY COUPLED MOLECULES 

.. 

· _.. .. NON· EQUIVALENT EXCHANGE 

~ ~ EQUIVALENT EXCHANGE 

XBL 761-6329 

Fig. 3 
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if the system was initially in a coherent superposition state. 

The energy exchange process may be represented by the density 

matrix transformation, 

(29) 

where the primes (•·) indicate the laboratory reference frame. This can 

be simplified to 

(30) 

where we have defined a rotating frame exchange operator 

-1 
(31') R = U!; R U .• 

U~ is equal to U if x
0 

is invariant under the rotations. In the 

rotating IZ>, IV>, IX> basis, R is given explicitly by (35) 

cos a 
(1uw

0

/w )t (h..,"/w )t 
-s1naco~¢>e 0 0 s1nOs1n,pe 0 0 

R 
c e-(1/h )P·a -(1wv~/w )t 

(32) cos•vs1no e 0 
( -s 1 n•l·~ 1 n·~+cosOcost;ocosl)o) -{ s 1 n~·cos¢+cosOs 1 n•t cos•jl )c 1<ut 

-(it.x.,"/w ) 
s1nwsino e 0 0 
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where w is the rotating frame frequency, 

w = 0 (Ey - Ex)/h 

(33) wo = (Ez E )/h y 
II 

w = 0 (E -. z E )/h 
X 

and the angles are defined as 

¢, a rotation about the Z axis of quantization (correspond

; ng to I Z > ) of site 1; 

e, a rotation about the new X axis; 

~' a rotation about the new Z axis. 

The translation operator acts as a constant phase factor affecting 

all elements of p, and will be ignored for the rest of the discussion. 

The transformed density matrix p2(T) is calculated using 

. Equation _ 3_0, where .T is the time of the exchange event and p1 (T) is 

given by Equation .!2.__. In the transformed basis, p2(T) is given by 

!' p2(ZZ) p2(ZY) p2(ZX) 

* * 
(34) p2(T) = (aa + bb } p2(YZ) p2(YY) p2(YX) 2 

p2(XZ) p2(XY) p2(XX) 

and represents the density matrix for a system that has undergone 

nonequivalent exchange. For equivalent exchange, all angles are zero 

and P2.(T) = P1 (T). The expressions for elements of P2(T) are quite 
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lengthy and are presented in detail in Appendix I. 

In general, all of the matrix elements are non-~ero indicating 

that immediately after the exchange all three levels are involved in 

coherent superposition, i.e. the exchange has the effect of introducing 

coherence into superposition states that are not driven by a coherent 

perturbation. However, the. ensemble average of all of the off diagonal 

elements will decay away in a time characterized by the inhomogeneous 

T2 associated with the corresponding transitions, unless the pertur

bation is reapplied to maintain the ~oherent components of the driven 

transition. 

The coherent components of a system that has undergone exchange 

now contribute to the total coherence in the subensemble of systems 
-+ 

that are at the second site. Defining R to be the r-vector of the 

exchanging system in the transformed basis set, it is easily shown 

that 

- [ r 1 ( T ) cos cuT- r 2 ( T) s i nw T]( 2 s i n tj; cos~ cos 2 ¢ + cos 2 tJ; s i n 2¢ (1 +cos 2 o ) ) J 

(35) 
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(35) Continued 

- ~ sin2\IJ sin2<)l(l+cos
2
e)] 

-[ r 1 (r)cos2wT-r2(T)sin2wT] [ }sin2\1Jsin2¢(1+cos2e)+cose(cos
2
(jl·sin 2l/J 

2 . 2 )] + cos \IJSln <P 

o2(XY) - o2(YX) 
2 = 2;. =-[o1(ZZ)sin2!JJsine 

( T) [ e ( . . 2.~, .. . 2 2 2 ') 1 . 2 . 2 ( 1 2 ) + r 2 . cos .sw':'f s1n \IJ+cos ¢cos \II - 4 s1n \IJSln ¢ +cos o] 

+ [ r 1 (T)sin2wT + r 2{T)cos2wT] [ ~ sin2\llsin2¢ ( 1+cos2e) 

+ e( 2 0 2 2 0 2 ) cos cos ¢ s1n l/J + cos l/J s1n <P ] 

Ry(T) = p(YY.)/?. 

RX(T) = p(XX)/2 
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-+ 
The time development of R for t > T is then obtained 

by applying the time-evolution operator to p2(T) with appropriate 

changes in ~w and w1 to reflect conditions at the second site. 

Effect of Exchange on Some Coherence Experiments 

To illustrate the considerations outlined above, the effect of 

non-equivalent energy exchange on three common coherence experiments 

will be presented. It is assumed that x0 is completely intrinsic to the 

systems, that there are only two distinct orientations experienCing identical 

environments, and that both sites are equally populated. Furthermore, as

sume that the sample size is such that the perturbation phase ¢ is con

stant over this sample. Let 

be the driving frequency at site 1 and 

( 36b) y 2 = w ( 2) 

at site 2, and consider first a free induction. decay experiment (FID). 

The relevant density matrix equation for a FID is 

(37) 

where S(n/2,0°) is the evolution operator for the perturbation applied 
I 

for a time t = n/2w
1 

with no phase shift, and S is a dephasing 
I T 
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transformation describing the evolution of the density matrix 

for a timeT when there is no perturbation. S is obtained by 
T 

setting w1 = 0 in Equation~· If 

(38) 

then 

{39} 

= 

* 2zz 

* zz 

0 

0 

* * aa +bb 

0 

* bb 

0 

0 

0 
( 

bb* I 6t_} I 

* * [(l+cosy1t} + ~l-cosy1 t )] 
aa +bb y1 

aa* 2 2 1 ~ + * * [(w1ty1)(1-cosy1t )] 
aa +bb . 

0 

* aa 1 

+ * * [(l+cosy1t) 
aa +bb 

+ (6w2/y~){1-cosy1 t')~, 
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I 

and the coherent component generated by the pulse S(t ,0°), r1, 

is given by 

1 (aa*-bb*\ lwl 'I 

(40)r1 (t +T)=~a* bb*)lyl siny1t COS6WT 

Averaging over the lineshape gives the average r1 component per 

system: , 

co 

(41) <rl> = ~ J g(6w) r 1(6w)d6w. 
-CO 

For a Lorentzian 1 i ne, 

g(6w) * + T226w2)] (42) = ( T 2; 1r) [ 1 I ( 1 

and 

(43a) <r (1)> = 1 Lorentzi an 

where it has been assumed that w1 >> 6w. 

Under the same conditions, 

(43b) 
(bb*-aa*) 1 

<r3>Lorentzian = N{aa*+bb*) coswl(l)t 

(43c) <r2>L . = 0 . orentz1an 
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As seen from Equation ~3a, the coherent component in a free induction 

decays exponentially in a time governed by th~ inhomogeneous linewidth 

* term, l/T2, if no non-equivalent exchange is occurring. The 

equations describing the r vector for systems at site 2 are identical 

to Equation 43 except that w1 (2), the perturbation strength at 

the second site, must replace w1(1). Decay out of the ensemble 
-kAt 

can be accounted for by multiplying Equation 43a by e , where kA 

is the rate constant for decay to the ground state from the coherent 

superposition state. 

The contribution of the r vector at site 1, r(l,T)~to 

the coherent component at site 2, R1(T), for a system undergoing 

non-equivalent exchange at time T is 

R1 (T) = {p1(zz*)sin2,psin 2e + ~in2.p[cos 2 e - 1 

+ r3(1 ,T)cos2¢(1 + cos2e)] + r3(l,T)cosesin2¢cos2.p} 

(44) x coswT + r 1 (1 ,T)Fxy - r1 (1 ,T)cos2wT 

x [(l/4)sin2.psin2¢(1 + cos 2e) + cose(cos2¢sin 2~ 
2 . 2 )] + cos .ps1n ¢ , 

I F ( . 2 . 2 2 2 ) 1 . 2 . 2 (1 2 ) w1ere = case s1n ¢s1n .p + cos ¢cos .p - -;;-54 1n .ps1n ¢ + cos e . xy . 

Averaging this over the exchange time T reduces this expression to 

(45) = r
1 

( 1 , T) F xy 

for the ensemble, i.e. the original coherent component times a 
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geometric factor relating the orientations of the two sites. It 

should be noted that F will be different for the other transitions 

because of the manner in which the angles of rotation are defined. 

For the IZ> ++ IV> transition, 

(46a) Fzy = cos 2ecos¢cos~- sin~sin¢cose 

while 

> ( 46b) F 
2 . . 

zx = cosecos~cos¢- cos es1n¢s1n~. 

All of these geometric factors reduce to 1 for the case of 

equivalent exchange. 

The coherent component r1(l,t) corresponding to the subensemble 

of systems occupying site 1 may be written as 

<r
1
(l,t)> = e-(t/T2) { [aa·x- bb*J(sinw (l)t' 

aa* + bb* 1 
. . 1 

()() 

(47) 

()() 

X L F X; N 2 ( L 't) t 
L=l J 
odd 
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whererbb* - aa*l (z = 1 ,2) is the initial r
3 

at the site z, and 
L~a* + bb*] z 

Nz(L,t) is the number of systems originating at site z that have 

exchanged L times in time t. The sum o~er an even number of exchanges 

represents systems that originated at site 1 and are at site 

at time t, while the odd exchange sum represents systems at site 1 

that were at Site 2 at t = 0. A similar equation describes r 1(2,t). 

Nz{L,t) can change due to three processes; decay to 

states outside the ensemble, decay to Nz(L+l,t), or by feeding from 

Nz (L-l,t). 

Thus 

{48) 

N(O,t) 

N(L,t) 
L ~ 1 

(\ + B)N(L,t) 

(\ + B)N{L,t) +\N(L-l,t), 

where \ is the rate constant for exchange and $ is the rate constant 

for decay out of the ensemble. Solving these differential equations 

(36) yields 

(49) 

= N e-(A+B)t 
z 

Nz(L,t) = N (\t)L -(\+B)t 
z L! e 

where N
2 

is the original number of systems at site z. Substituting 

Equation 49 into Equation 47 and recognizing that the two series 
(FH)L- -

in . L! can be expressed in terms of hyperbolic functions gives 
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(50a) 

(50b) 

(51) 

which corresponds to Equation 43a. It is apparent that non-equivalent 

exchange (F<l) is a new decay channel for coherence, shortening 

the free-induction decay time and producing an apparent li nebroadening. 

This is to be expected since the exchange is between non-equivalent 

states, producing an additional lifetime broadening of the energy 

widths. Note that for equivalent exchange (F = 1), the energy transfer 

-· ) 
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has no effect on the decay time. 

If one detected the coherent component directly with induction coils, 

the observed signal would be 

. (52) 
I(t) ~ R1(t), or 

I(t) = I(O) e-[(l/T2) + 8 + A(l - F)]t 

However, if the signal is optically.detected ·by applyinga probe pulse, 

where again t is the duration of the pulse nominally taken to be 

equal to the original n/2 pulse. Thus 

where 

I 

- coswl ( 2) t J 
r;w1(2) 

and 
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or 

{53c) I(t) = I [cosh(FAt) + ESinh(FAt)]e-[{l/T~)+A+S]t. 
0 .. 

Thus the optically-detected signal displays a biexponential decay, 

whereas the induction signal exhibits a single exponential decay. 

Only for geometries such that w1(1) = w1(2) will the optically 

detected signal decay in the same fashion as the induction signal. 

The above solutions are valid only if both w1(1) and·w
1
(2) 

are non-zero. If one site does not experience the perturbation, 

then any exchange to that site results in a loss of phase cohe_rence 

* if the exchange frequency A is much sma 11 er than 1 /T 2. This wi 11 

be the case in general for excited states since there are other 

decay processes contributing to the linewidth. If any exchange event 

produces a loss in the coherent component, then 

that is, all exchange events result in a loss regardless of the 

geometric factor F~ 

The above treatment can be directly applied to the spin echo 

experiment. The relevant density matrix equation becomes 

(55) 
PElCHO(t) -1 -1( I ) -1 -1( tl ) ( ) ( I ) = ST s yl't ,0° \1 s yl' ,0° p 0 s Yl,t ,0° 

I 

X s 1 s h
1
, t > 0 ° ) S 

T T 

and results in equations identi ca 1 to Equations g and ~ except that the 
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* H inhomogeneous T2 time is replaced by a homogeneous term T2. The 

effect of non-equivalent exchange on the decay of spinlocking is 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter IV 

Spin locking 

A particularly useful coherence experiment for examining . 

energy transfer in excited states is spinlocking, a technique that 

is insensitive to energy fluctuations within an inhomogeneously-

broadened ensemble 'if the applied perturbation is of sufficient 

strength. Developed in the 1950's ( 18) and first applied to 

excited states in 1974 ( 14 ), spinlocking is well-suited for measuring 

the frequency of energy fluctuations that are large compared to 

the linewidth characterizing a particular transition in an ensemble and 

hence is applicable to a number of problems dealing with excitation 

transfer. ( 37) 

Viewed in the rotating basis discussed in Chapter II and 

presented schematically in Figure~, the spinlocking experiment 

consists of a n/2 pulse that converts the initial population differ

ence between the two coupled levels (r~) into a coherent component 

(r1). Spinlocking is accomplished by phase-shifting the applied 

r.f. perturbation by 90° immediately after the initial pulse 

so that the coherent component is-al~gned along the aoolied field. 

This prevents the loss of spin coherence if the spinlocking field 

w1 is large compared to the interactions producing the local fields 

in the ensemble because the direction and magnitude of the effective 

driving field in Equations .!§_ 

-- ( 2 + 6 2)1/2 w - w1 w 

'::..-
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0PTICALLY DETECTED SPIN LOCKING IN THE PRESENCE OF 
FLUCTUATING SPIN SUBLEVEL POPULATIONS 

(The Re.lotionship between the Laboratory Frome and the Interaction Representation) 
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(A) A diagrammatical representation of the rotating frame 

r vector for a system in which intersystem crossing 
occurs only to one level: (a) r vector before the 

application of microwaves; (b) after initial n/2 pulse 

applied along the rotating frame x-axis; (b') the field 

is shifted 9~ to the y-axis spin locking the initial in

p 1 ane coherent component. The parti a 1 disk indicates 

incoming population being driven in a plane perpendicular 

to the spin-locked population; (c) an r vector component 

developing along the negative y-axis (r1) due to longitu

dinal relaxation along the spin locking field is indi

cated by the double headed arrow. (d) after the applica
tion of th~ final n/2 pulse along· the x (r2) direction, 

the remaining spin lock population is restored to the 
z -·axis ( r 3) . 

(B) An fllustration of the.spin sublevel populatfon change in 

the laboratory frame under the application of the spin 
locking pulse sequence. 

(C) A representation of microwave pulse sequence. 
(D) Illustration of the change in the phosphorescence intensity 

as observed in an actual eXperimerit due to the spin locking 

pulse sequence. The change in intensity labeled ~I is 

caused by the application of the final n/2 pulse and is 

proportional to the spin locked pseudomagnetization re

maining at time T~ ~)-
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4 6 

is essentially constant for the entire ensemble. Of course, the 

coherent component decays due to other processes, but fluctuations 

of the local fields that are small relative to w1 no longer cause 

dephasing. If w1 is large compared to the linewidth defined by the 

ensemble, only states outside of the ensemble can have associated 

local fields large enough to produce dephasing. Thus the loss of 

coherence in the spinlocked state is due to decay out of the ensemble. 

This loss can be monitored directly and continuously by means of 

induction coils; however, optical detection requires that the spin-lock 

field be interrupted and a probe n/2 pulse with the &arne phase as 

the initial pulse be applied to reconvert the coherent component to 

a population difference. The resulting change in signal as a function 

of the spinlocking time measures the coherence decay. Figure __ 5 __ 

shows a typical optically-detected decay. 

The requirement that w1 >> 6w is not particularly stringent 

in the absence of feeding as is illustrated in Figure 6A For 

w1 ~ l/2T;, the maximum local field in the ensemble, the 

effective field is at a 45° angle in the r2-r3 plane and systems 

experiencing this field will precess about it eventually forming 

a cone due to homogeneous broadening of the environment. The result 

is a diminished coherent component which is nonetheless spinlocked 
\. . 

since energy fluctuations ·within the ensemble can only reduce the 

magnitude of the local field. If feeding is present, however, and 

the two levels are fed at different rates, a non-decaying coher:-ent 

component is maintained that produces a baseline shift distorting 
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(A) Effect of off-resonance driving field in the absence of 
' ' 

feeding; (a) the initial r-vector for the set of systems 
experiencing a given l':i.JJ; (b) production of cone due to 
homogeneous broadening of environment; (c) resulting 
projections after cone is formed; (d) decay of coherent 
component due to lifetime of sublevels. 

(B) Effect of off-resonance driving field in presence of 
feeding. The effects are the same as in 6(A),. however 
(e,f) incoming population feeding into th~ sublevel is 
also driven in the cone giving a contribution to the in
plane coherent component; (g) feeding balances decay 
yielding a non-decaying coherent component.· 
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the observed decay. This is discussed in more detail further on. 

Loss of Spinlocking 

As mentioned before, transitions to st~tes outside of the 

ensemble will result in a loss of spinlocking. These transitions 

may be of the form of radiative and/or non-radiative decay to the 

groundstate or "promotion" to excited states that are not in the 

ensemb 1 e. This 1 atter process usually i nvo 1 ves energy transfer to 

a distinct molecular species or to another .system in a radically 

different environment. Photochemical dissociation and polymerization 

also are pathways for decay out of the ensemble. 

·.·There are also two processes which produce a loss of spin-

locking- independent of decay out of the ensemble. One is non-equi

valent energy exchange between members of the ensemble and the other is 

spin lattice relaxation of the coherent component against the applied 

r.f. field. Completely analogous to spin-lattice relaxation in 

spi n-l/2 system, this 1 atter process corresponds to the coherently coupled 

system making a transition between the Zeeman states quantized by 

the applied field and results in a change in sign of the coherent 

component. The work required for such a process is just 

L'IE = hw, i.e. the energy difference between the states quantized by 

-w, and is either given up to or provided by phonons in the medium 

surrounding the system. The efficiency is dependent upon the nature 

of the coupling between the system and its surroundings. 

Examination of Equations 16_ indicates that the coherent 

components r1 and r2 decay to the ground state with a rate constant, 
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Steady-state r-vector components generated because of 
feeding during off-resonance driving. No coherent components 
are generated unless the cones produced by fncoming popula
tion are unequal (b') requiring that the two sublevels exper
ience different feeding rates. 
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kA' the average of the decay rate constants of the two levels 

that are ~pinlocked. Thus in the absence of non-equivalent transfer, 

the loss of spinlock signal is given by 
- •. ,:..; 

where kT. is the rate constant for relaxation against the spin locking 
lpm 

field and ~f is the rate constant for promotion to state jf>. 

Both kA and ~f will be temperature dependent in general since 

they usually involve coupling to phonons, however kT is not 
lpm 

expected to exhibit any strong temperature dependence since the 

energy difference t.E = hw usually corresponds to only a few tenths of 

a degree kelvin. The phonon occupation number for the mode correspond-

ing to this energy will be 

(57) <n> = ---rc:-:=-;.,.:.1--,.,...--~ 
exp(b.E/kB T) - 1 ' 

a large number at all but the lowest temperatures,so that kT · will 
· lpm 

depend on two essentially temperature independent parameters: the 

phonon density of states and the nature of the coupling between the 

.phonons and the system. In Figure JL_, a plot of kT versus reciprocal 

temperature clearly indicates the presence of a temperature independent 

component. For this experiment both kA and kT · can be taken as , 
lpm 

temperature independent so that the temperature dependence reflects 

thermal promotion of systems out of the ensemble. The activatioA 

energy calculated from such a plot should correspond to the energy 
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barrier for the transition. 

One must employ caution in interpreting the meaning of the 

activation· energy since the pro~otion process is actually the sum 

of processes to various final states If> at various energies Ef. 

Thus the observed activation energy· is actually a weighted average 

that depends on the nature of the matrix elements coupling the ensemble 

to states If> and on the density of final states p(Ef). 

Formulating the promotion process in terms of a Golden Rule rate 

yields{14) 

(58) 

I 

where the product states <9, i 1 and 1 g , f> are such that the tot a 1 

energy of the system is conserved. The nature of the states 1 g> and 
I 

lg >depends on the manner in which the transition is induced (either 

direct or by Raman ( 38) or Orbach processes ( 39 ) ) but corresponds 

to occupation numbers of modes in the perturbing photon or phonon 

field. 

The rate of transition to a particular state k . may be 
.· PJ 

calculated from first principles if the mechanism and appropriate 

matrix elements are known. This is usually not the case, so one is 

forced to_ partition Eq~ation 58 and ~se the experimentally observed 

value k~bs, i.e. 
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(59) k . = kobs 
PJ p 

This approach has the advantage that the matrix elements may be 

known relative to one another, resulting in considerable simplifica-

tion and removing some of the dependence on the model for the mechan-

ism involved. 

In the above discussion, it has been implied that transitions 

to states if> outside of the ensemble produce an irreversible 

and total loss of spin coherence. This is only true if there is 

no recurrence back to the ensemble before dephasing is complete. 

Viewed in the rotating frame (and assuming equivalent transfer) it is 

easily seen that a particular coherent component rx will dephase 

according to 

where 6w is the large local field experienced after the transfer 

and~ is the residence time outside of the ensemble. To see!any 
I I 

dephasing requires that 6w > w1 > 6w, consequently (6w - 6w) ~ 6w . 
* I If recurrence occurs in a time ~ short compared to t = 2n/6w , then 

some spin coherence is maintained. However, for times longer than 

* t , an average over the residence time ~ indicates that the ensemble 

averaged coherent component of a recurring system is zero. Experi-
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mentally, efficient recurrence would cause the measured promotion 

rate to be smaller than the actual rate. 

Non-equivalent exchange within the ensemble also produces a 

loss in the spinlocking signal. The equation of motion for the 

spinlocked density matrix is 

If pl (0) is given by Equation 38, and w1 is large compared to !J.w, 

then 

0 

S.L. aa• + bb* 
p1(t) • 2 0 (

aa* - bb*) 1 - aa* + bb* cosy 1t
1 cosy 1(t - t

1
) 

0 

0 1 + -------· COsy t COSy t - t (
aa* • bb*) I ( I) 
aa* + bb* 1 1 

(62) 

where t is the length of the n/2 pulse. 

Rewriting in terms of Equation ~gives 

_ faa* - bb*J 1 
· 

1 

(63a) r3(t) = [aa* + bb* cosy1t ·cosy1(t- t ) 

(63b) ( ) = [aa* - bb*J ( r2 t [aa* + bb* cosy1 t si ny1 t t 
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i.e. spinlocking appears as a stationary component along r1. 

If one considers an ensemble of systems with a range of values for 

6w, both r 2 and r3 will average to zero in a time on the order of 

21T/6wmax· 

The effect of non-equivalent energy exchange is calculated as 

before. The explicit forms of the matrix elements of the transformed 

density matrix p2(T) are not presented here but may be generated 

using the equations for the elements presented in Appendix I. After 

the exchange, the system again experiences the r.f. driving field, 

i.e. 

where t* = t- T. The elements of p2(t) are quite complex and 

lengthy, but fortunately may be simplified since. p2(t) represents a 

system that has experienced particular driving fields y1 and y2, 

so that one must average over all three quantities: the frequency 

terms because of the t.w contribution to the driving field (and in 

practice because of field inhomogeneities in w1) and the exchange 

timeT. Under these conditions, the r3(l,t) and r2(l,t) components 

average to zero before exchange, leaving only the r1(1 ,t) spinlocked 

component. After exchange the inhomogeneous effective field y 2 
averages the R3 and R2 components to zero, while an average overT 
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in general reduces the magnitude of the resulting R1 component. The 

density matrix describing the exchanged systems then becomes 

0 

0 

(6S) 

where 

(66) 

0 

zz* 2 1 2 -...::.;;___ sin e + - ( 1 ~ cos e) 
aa* + bb* 2 

0 

zz*s1n
2
o_ + l (I ~ cos2o) 

aa• + bb* 2 

and Fyx is the geometric factor discussed in Chapter III. 

The decay of the spinlocked signal due to non-equivalent exchange 

is derived in a manner analogous to that presented in Equations i? __ · 

The spinlocked components are just 

(67a) 

co 

(
aa* - bb*) . , '"' L r 1(1 ,t) = aa* + bb* 

1 
Slny1t L.J FxyN1(L,t) 

L=O 

+ faa* -
\aa* + 

even 

bb*) . - t' ~ 
bb* Slny2 L..J 

2 L=l 
odd· 



r 
1 

(2, t) 

(67b) 
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00 

= (::: ~ ~~:)2 siny2t• L F\b(L,t) 
L=O 
even 

+ (aa* - bb*) 
aa* + bb* 1 

00 

s i ny 1 t' L F~YN 1 ( L , t) .. 
L=l 
odd 

Substituting for N(L,t) (cf. Equation 49) and setting B = 0 

since we want only the contribution due to exchange yields 

(70) 

r1(1 ,t) = e-At[P1siny1 cosh(FAt) + P2siny2 sinh(FAt)] · 

r 1(2,t) = e-At[P2siny2 cosh(FAt) + P1siny1 sinh(FAt)]. 

If one detected the signal conventionally, then the decay due to 

non-equivalent exchange would be 

and the total decay of the spinlock signal would be given by 

(7lb) I(t) = 10 exp-[kA + kT + l:k f + A(l - F)]t. 
lpm f P 

Optical detection requires application of a probe "rr/2" pulse. 

The decay due to exchange can then be represented as 
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where 

(72b) 
(P1 + P2)siny1t• siny2t• 

E I = -""----:--=---__;_-----==--
Plsin;lt' + P2sin2y2t• 

and the total decay becomes· 

(72c) I(t) = I0[cosh(FAt) + c'sinh(FAt)] 

x exp-(kA + kT + Lk f + A)t. 
lpm f . P 

As before, non-equivalent exchange produces a biexponential decay 

if the signal is detected by means of a probe pulse. Only when 

y1 = y2 will a single exponential be observed. 

If either y1 or y2 is equal to zero, Equations 67 are no 

longer valid. However, in this case, any non-equivalent exchange 

results in a total loss of coherence if recurrence is unimportant, 

and 

(73) I(t) = 10 exp-(kA + kT + Lk t + A)t 
1 pm f P ( 

for either method of detection. 

Experimental Considerations 

There are two important experimental factors that must be 

considered in performing a spinlock experiment. The first is that 

the applied field w1 be sufficiently strong so that energy fluctua

tions within the linewidth of the transition do not produce a loss of 

coherence. The second is choosing the frequency of the applied field 

so as to 111inimize off-resonance effects such as the non-decaying 
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"feeding" component previously mentioned. This is not always a 

trivial task because the lineshapes associated with transitions in 

excited states are frequently asymmetric and contain components with 

different transition probabilities. For example, the zero-field 

ESR tr~nsitions between triplet state sublevels in organic molecules 

are usually asymmetric and contain both hyperfine and quadrupole 

"wings" within the lineshape. 

One way of determining the spinlock resonance frequency is to 

perform a rotary precession followed by a n/2 probe pulse phase

shifted by goo if one is employing optical detection. This experiment 

is illustrated in Figure~ where the phase of the driving field 

during the rotary precession has been taken to be goo to facilitate 

comparison to the spinlock experiment. For systems that are resonant 

with the applied field (~w = 0) the rotary precession produces a 

fan in the r2-r3 plane due to feeding to the two levels and homogeneous 

broadening. There are no net r-vector~omponents and the on-resonance 

subensemble is saturated. There are no in-plane components to be 

detected conventionally, and there is no change in observables upon 

application of the n/2 probe pulse. For systems that are off-resonance 

by a particular ~w, the effective field w is in the r1-r3 plane and 

the rotary precession results in a cone instead of a fan. The 

vector sum of the components of this cone has both an r1 and r3 
component. Systems experiencing a local field -~w produce an 

equivalent r1 component but an opposing r3 component resulting in a 
-

net r1 component and apparent saturation of the sublevel populations. 
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Thus the off-resonance condition can be determined by detecting the 

resulting r1 component, either directly_or by observing a change 

from saturation upon application of the phase-shifted probe pulse. 

A most important feature is that in the off-resonance case, 

incoming population entering either sublevel is also driven in the 

cone producing a steady-state in-plane coherent component along r1, in turn 

producing a non-decaying contribution to the spinlock signal. This is 

only true, however, if the feeding rates to the two sublevels are 

unequal as is shown in Figure _7_. 

The driving field frequency at which the r1 component produced 

by the rotary precession is a minimum corresponds to the frequency 

where the maximum number of systems are "on-resonance." This 

experiment also provides a measure of how well w1 "spans" the line 

since the sensitivity to changes in frequency depends on the 

effective field wand hence on the relative magnitude of w1 and ~w. 

In experiments performed on the D- lEI zero-field transition 

of the lowest excited triplet state of 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene, 
I . 

frequency shifts equivalent to 15% of the linewidth about the 

center of the line produced no detectable r1 component indicating 

that w1 was more than sufficient to spinlock the transition. 
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Chapter V 

Electron Spin Ordering 

A different approach for examining the dynamics of excited 

states is the use of an 11 0rdered 11 electron spin state produced by 

adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame (ADRF) (40-41). 

This technique effectively converts the spin coherence of an excited 

ensemble into a highly ordered sublevel population distribution in 

which the r3 component for a particular system depends explicitly 

on the local field it experiences. A unique feature of this ordered 

state is that energy fluctuations, no matter how large, do not 

necessarily produce a decay of the state because the 11 Coherent 11 

information is not contained in an in-plane component subject to 

dephasing. Only fluctuations that have resulted in a change in 

sign of the local field 6w at the time of detection are effective in 

producing a loss of order. Two other processes can destroy order; 

transitions between the two sublevels themselves and the decay of 1the 

ensemble to the ground state. 

Description and Preparation of the Ordered State 

The ordered state is very easy to conceptualize; it corresponds 

to inverting the initial r3 component for all of the systems whose 

transition frequencies w0 lie to one side of the applied r.f. field 

frequency w. If w is applied .. on-resonance, .. half of the line 

corresponding to systems with negative values for 6w is inverted. 

This is illustrated in Figures j)_ and J:Q., which show the preparation 
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of r-vector during adiabatic 

demagnetization. (a) r-vector before application of 

microwaves is along r3 (z)axis; (b) initial 1r/2 pulse 

produces r 1 component (y axis); (b') the microwave field 

H1 is phase shifted to spinlock the ensemble; (c) H1 is 

adiabati.cally reduced causing the effective field to swing 

to the +r3 axis for /':,w > 0 and to the -r3 axis for t..w<O. 

If the reduction is adiabatic, each system remains aligned 

along its effective field until (c') it is aligned in its 

local field (H1 = 0). Also shown is the laboratory frame 

population difference .. Cis well as the micr9wave pulse se
quence. The lowest part of the figure illustrates the 

phosphorescence response observed during optical detection. 

The dashed line represents the phosphorescence response in 

the presence of f~eding to and decay from the sublevels. 
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Fig. 10._ Preparation of an ordered state for a case where the nuclear 
state experienced by the electrons via a quadrapole coupling 
detennines which systems have b.u1 < 0 and which systems have 
b.w >0. Adiabatically demagnetizing this system results in in
verting the electronic spin polarization for systems exper
iencing a nuclear quadrapole state equal to ± 3/2. 
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of an ordered electron spin state by adiabatic demagnetization. The 

procedure is as follows: (1) A 11 n/2 11 pulse applied at¢= 0° converts 

the initial r~ component into an r1 component as has been shown 

.previously. ·Letting t• be the length of the pulse gives 

(2) A spinlocking field at ¢ = 90° is applied, averag~ng out all r2 
and r3 components as discussed in Chapter IV. (If the field is 

applied at¢= 270°, ADRF will invert all systems with positive 

values for ilw.) ·The spinlocked component is given by Equation 63c. 

(3) The strength of the applied field w1 is reduced adiabatically 
. + 

to zero. Since the effective field weff experienced by a system is 

the:vector sum of w1 and t.w., and since ilw corresponds to the r3 direc

tion (see Figure _1_), ~eff slowly swings to ·,the il~ direction; 

specifically ~eff swings·to the +r3 direction for systems with 

ilw > 0 (henceforth called 11 fast 11 systems) and to the -r
3 

direction for 

systems with L1w < 0 ( 11 SlOW 11 systems). Under the assumption that the 
\ 

reduction of w1 is adiabatic, each system will remain parallel to its 

effective field, and ·have an r3 component given by 

(75) 

. 0( ) • -t 1 = . r_3 ilw s lnw ilw 

I (w~ + t.w
2

) 112
1 

The ensemble average for r 3 is just 

(76) 
-co 

r~(t.w) sinwt•t.wdilw 

I (wi + ilw2) 1/21 
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where g(t.w) is the lineshape function., If the line is symmetric about 

t.w = 0, the integral is zero for any value of w1 and the ensemble 

appears saturated throughout the demagnetization. For total 

demagnetization (w1 = 0), the resulting r-vector components are 

r3 = r~ sinwt' (t.w > 0) 

(77) 
0 . - (t.w < 0) r3 = -r3 s1nwt' 

rl = r2 = 0. 

The total ensemble still appears saturated (<r3>_ = 0) but is ordered 

since the slow and fast system ensembles have opposite population 

polarizations. 

Loss of Order 

.. 

Another way to view the ordered state is in terms of the highly 

asymmetric distribution of local fields associated with the populations 

of each sublevel. One sublevel is populated predominantly by slow 

systems, the other by fast systems, a situation that can be altered 

by two types of processes. The first are "vertical" processes. 

involving transitions between the two sublevels without changes in 
'- . 

the local field. As can be seen in Figure __ 9 __ , these processes can 

very quickly return the distribution of local fields in each sublevel 

to its steady-state value, corresponding to a total loss of order. 

Such processes include spin-lattice relaxation, ·T 1, and transitions 

induced by a resonant r.f. perturbation. The other class of processes 

are "horizontal" and must induce a change in the local field 

experienced by a particular member of the ensemble large enough to 
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have changed the sign of ~w at the time the order remaining in 

~he ensemble is probed. Horizontal processe~ include spectral diffu

sion, in which the local enviro~ment about a stationary system 

evolves in time, as well as energy transfer processes, in which the 

system is physically transported to a site with a different local 

field. 

The requirement that a horizontal process induce a change in 

sign of ~ before a loss of order occurs is a consequence of the 

manner in which the ordered state is monitored. To date, two methods 

for probing the order in excited states have been developed, each 

with distinct advantages and disadvantages. Both techniques deter-

mine the order remaining in the ensemble by measuring the difference 

of the r3 components of the two subensembles, fast and slow, i.e. 

(78) 

00 

!(order) =I r3 (~w)d~w -
0' 

If no order has been lost, 

{79a) 

and 

00 

(79b) !~ordered) = I r3 (~w)d~w = N<r~> 
-oo 

'where N is the number of excited systems. It is apparent that a 
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particular system must have its r3 component either inverted 

(vertical process) or exchanged between the integrals in Equation 78 

before order is lost. Thi~ exchange requires a change in the sign of 

6w. 

One method for determining !(order) is to apply a spin echo 

pul~~ sequence to the ensemble. The effect of this sequence is shown 

in Figure 11_. After the first pulse in the sequence (n/2(0°)), 

the r 1 components for the subensemble 

rl(+t-,w) -r3 (+6w) sinwt' 0 2- . 
= = - r3 sin wt' 

(80) 
2-

rl(-:6w) = -r3( -6w) sinwt' = - ro sin wt •. 
3 

Dephasing occurs so that at time T each component has precessed 6wT 

radians relative to the rotating reference frame. Since the direction 

of rotation is opposite for fast {+t-,w) and slow {-6w) systems, 

a net projection along r2 is generated. For a particular system j, 

(81) r 1 _(t- T)sin6wjT = -r3(6wj)sinwt' sin6w/, 
J 

so that the ensemble total is given by 

00 

( 81a) r2(T )TOT = f -r 3(6w) si nwt• s i n6wTd6w 
-00 

which may be rewritten as 
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Spin echo method for probing ordered state. (a) Initial 

r vectors for fast and slow ensembles. The downward 

pointing component of the +~w ensemble represents fast 

systems that have undergone order destroying processes as 

does the upward pointing component for the -~(JJ ensemble. 

(b) Effect of first n/2 pulse in echo sequence (c) The 

first dephasing period. Systems that have not undergone 

order destroying processes develop a projection along the 

+ r 2 direction, the systems that have experienced order 

destroying processes have a projection along -r2. (d) 

effect of n pulse and rephasing (e-'g). If order remains 

in the ensemble, a net r 2 component will exist for all 

times except T = T •. This component can be detected by 

a probe pulse (f,h) that converts r2 to a population 

difference. 

.,,. 
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00 

r 2(T)TOT = j[r 3 ( + 6w) - r 3( -6w) ]s inwt • si n6wTd6w. 
0 

To negate field and sample inhomogeneities, a TI pulse 

is·. applied to the system. This rotates every component 180° 

qbout the r2 axis so that the r2 projection is unchanged. However, 

the r-vector for each system has experienced a rotation of 

(n - 26wT) radians in the r 1-r2 plane, resulting in a change of 

sign of the r1 component. Subsequent free precession results in a 

rephasing of the r1 components, as is illustrated in Figure_!!_. 

If T1 is the rephasing period, 

00 

(83) r2(T,T 1 )TOT= -f[r3(+1lw)-r3(-6w)J s1nwt• sin6w(T-T• )d6w. 

0 

' The r2 component can be detected conventionally or mon~tored by 

applying a probe TI/2(0°) pulse. 
' 

Figure ]1_ presents a typical optically detected spin echo 

performed on an ordered state. It is antisymmetric about the echo 

time (L• = T) as predicted by Equat~on 83 , and displays an amplitude 

proportional to the difference in the r3 components of the two 

ensembles, i.e. the order remaining in the ensemble. The decay of 

an ordered state induced in a triplet ensemble is shown in Figure _g_ 

which preserits a plot of echo amplitude versus time in the ordered 

state,. T0. 

The ordered state may also be probed by adiabatic remagneti

zation as illustrated in Figure 1.1_. After time TO in the ordered 
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OPTICALLY OETECTE:D ELECTRON SPIN ECHO IN THE ORDERED STATE 

D2-TCB in H14 - Durene 

Tz- 't y Transition 

(1.8218 GHz) 

1.5 °K 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
I 

'1' ( fL sec) 

"/2 " "/2 
(0°) (Oi (270"1 

1------ 2 m sec --1- "t + "( 1 -J 

0.8 0.9 1.0 

XBL 739 -1910 

Fig_. 12. · Optically detected electron spin echo in an ordered 
3 * nn state of d2-1, 2, 4, 5-tetrachlorobenzene in 

h14-durene. 
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DETECTION OF THE ORDERED STATE .. . 

8Y ADIABATIC REMAGNETIZATION 
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Detection of Ordered State by Adiabatic Remagnetization. 

(b) The microwave field is adiabatically increased to 
its original value causing the effective fields for all 
systems to swing to the -r1 direction (c) The ensemble 
is spinlocked, but now an oppositely directed component 
comprised of systems that underwent order-destroying 
processes reduces the net coherent component (d) The 
net coherent component, which is directly proportional 
to the remaining order, is detected by a probe pulse. 
Also shown are the sublevel populations in the laboratory 
representation, the microwave sequence, and the observed 
phosphorescence response during the sequence. 
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state, w1 is adiabatically inc~eased .. The effectiye fields for 

members in each of the two ensembles swing to the -r1 direction 

and the ensemble is again spinlocked. If no order has been lost, 

the original spinlocked component is regenerated save for losses 

due to the decay of the leve1 to the ground state. However, if order 

has been lost, the spinlock component is attenuated by an oppositely 

directed component composed of systems that .have undergone order-

destroying processes. Letting r3(+llw,T0) and r3(-llw,T0) be the r3 
components at the time of detection, and noting that during the 

remagnetization 

(84) 

results in a total component given by 

(85a) dllw· . 

This may be rewritten as 

(85b) 

or more simply 
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The magnitude of the spinlocked component is directly proportional 

to the difference in the r3 components of the two ensembles and 

hence directly measures the order in the ensemble at time TO 

As long as the final spinlocking time (cf. Figure ~) is constant 

for each determination, the decay of spinlocking directly measures 

the loss of order. As discussed in Chapter IV, the spinlocked 

component may be detected conventionally or by means of a probe 

pulse (Part (d), Figure _3_). Figure~ also presents the optically 

detected waveform obtained when using the remagnetization method 

in an electron-spin ordering experiment. 

Table l presents a comparison of the results obtained using the 

two different techniques to monitor the loss of order in a triplet ensem

ble subject to slow vertical and horizontal processes. Although the 

agreement is excellent, certain features of each detection method 

dictate which is appropriate for a given situation. The spin echo 

method is advantageous in that it avoids problems associated with 

non-adiabatic effects encountered during remagnetization. However, 

optically detected echoes require that the probe pulse be swept in 

time complicating the time-averaging required to surmount signal-to-

noise problems associated with these experiments. In addition, it is 

difficult to normalize the echo amplitude to account for fluctuations 

in experimental conditions. On the other hand, the remagnetization 
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Table 1: Comparison of Detection Methods for the Ordered State§ 

TEMPERATURE (K) OBSERVED ORDERED STATE LIFETIME {MSEC) 

ECHO REMAGNETIZATION 
--

1.48 32.2 ± 2 32.0 ± 2 
--------------------------------

1.65 33.5 ± 2 --
- --

1.95 32.6 ± 2 --
--

4.20 34.0 ± 2 34.0 ± 2 

---

§ Sample: 1% h2-1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene in h
14

-durene. 
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method is easily averaged and has the distinct advantage of displaying 

the entire waveform for normalizing the ordered signal. Thus, the 

spin echo method is the technique of choice only for the case of 

conventionally detected experiments with conditions stable enough 

to insure reproducible excited state ensembles. 

Adiabatic Conditions 

The ability of a system's r-vector to remain a 1 i gned a 1 ong its 

effective field-~ depends on the angular rate-of-change of the field. 

lf this change is not adiabatic, the r-vector can no longer remain 

parallel and starts to precess about~ according to the torque equation, 

• -+ 

( 11) 
-+ -+ 
r = r x w 

What constitutes an adiabatic change? 

Defining e to be the angle between ~eff and -~1 (see Figure _1_), 

it is easily shown that 

(86) . -1 e = cotan [-w1(t)/llw]. 

The rate of change of e during demagnetization is given by 

{87) 

For the iate of change to be adiabatic, the angular velocity of the 

effective field must be much less than the precession frequency of 

a system experiencing that field, ( 20) i.e . 

. 
(88) e << weff . 
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Thus 

Substituting in for weff yields the general condition for the time 

rate of change in the applied r.f. field, 

(89b) 

As w1 is reduced to zero, the condition becomes more stringent. The 

maximum rate that will be adiabatic for all values of Aw is determinecl 

by taking the limit of Equation~ as w1 goes to zero, yielding 

(90) 

One immediately sees that systems close to resonance are the most 

difficult to demagnetize adiabatically. (On-resonance systems are 

a pathological case. Because weff = w1, e is zero for any value of 

w
1 

and demagnetization has no effect.) However, all systems that 

are off-resonance are at least partially adiabatically demagnetized 

before w1 is reduced to the point where the more stringent condition 

(ci'. Equation _2Q_) is in effect; and hence contribute to the ordered 

s ~ate. Figure lL presents a p 1 ot of the amount of order induced 

ir1 two different triplet state ensembles as a function of the rate 

at wnich the applied field is reduced, 

A decrease in the induced order is observed for both systems if 

the rate of demagnetization is too rapid, suggesting that the adiabatic 

condition is not being met for a significant portion of the line at 

... 
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I, 2,4,5 d2 -tetrachlorobenzene 
in h14- durene 
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Fig. 15. Effect of rate of demagnetization on the amount of order induced in a triplet state 

ensemble. The dashed line in the figure on the left are the results of a second 

determination in a different sample. 
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the faster rates. Both systems exhibit the same maximum "adiabatic" 

rate as would be expected from Equation _2.2_ since the linewidths are 

comparable. A faster demagnetization rate would be anticipated for 

a broader line since a larger portion of the line is well off-resonance. 

For the system of l ,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene in h
14 

durene, a decrease 

in induced order is observed for slov'Jer rates of demagnetization 

also. This effect may be due to cross-polarization between the ordered 

electron state and another spin reservoir. This effect is discussed 

in a later section. 

lvlatilemati cal Treatment of Loss of Order 

For the purposes of describing the loss of order in an ensemble 

of excited states, it is convenient to identify four subensembles: 

Y(+i1w) ... the number of fast systems in the Y sublevel 

(91) 
Y ( -Aw) ... the number of slow systems in the y sublevel 

X( +Aw) ... the number of fast systems in the X sublevel 

X(-Aw) ... the number of slow systems in the X sublevel 

These populations change due to decay to the ground state, horizontal 

processes that exchange populations between the fast and slow 

ensembles in a particular level, and vertical processes that exchange 

population between the sublevels. Defining 

k ,k = rate constants for decay to the ground state for 
X y 

sublevels X and Y respectively 

c ,c = feeding rates to sublevels X and y 
X y 

kg = rate constant for transfer from the fast to slow ensemble 

k = rate constant for transfer from the slow to fast ensemble . sf 

... .,.,_ 
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kVD = rate constant for transitions from IV> to IX> 

kvu = rate constant for transitions from IX> to IV> 

kvu = where y is a proportionality constant. For thermally 1ndvce_d 
. -l'i1u /k T 

vertical processes, y is just the Boltzmann factor e 0 8 

one can \>Jrite the following differential equations describing the 

subensembles: 

Y(+L'Iw) = -V(+L'Iw)(ky + kfs + kv0) + V(-L'Iw)ksf + Cy + X(+6w)kVU 
(92a) . 

-V( -/';w)(k + kvo) + V(+L'Iw)kfs + Cy + X(-1\cu)kVU V(-L'Iw) = ksf + y 

X(+L'Iw) -. -X(+L'Iw)(kx + kfs + kvu) + X(-L'Iw)ksf + Cx + V(+Aul)kVD 
( 92 b) • 

X(-Aw) = -X(-L'Iw)(kx + ksf + kvu) + X ( + L'lul ) k f s + C x + V ( - l\ul ) k V D 

In general, these four coupled equations cannot be solved in closed 

form. For special conditions, however, Equations ~can be decoupled 

and simplified. 

Of particular interest is the "on-resonance" case, in 1>1hi ch the 

fast and slow ensembles are equal in size. Since ordering results in 

inverting the slow system ensemble, 

(93) 
x0(+6w) = v0(-L'Iw) 

x0(-L'Iw) = v0(+6w). 

Further simplification results by noting that in this situation kfs 

is equal to ksf' resulting in two sets of coupled equations: 

Y(+Liw) = -V( +L'Iw) (ky + kfs + kvo) + v ( -llw)( kfs + ykvo) + c 
(94a) y 

Y(-L'Iw) = -V(-Liw)(k + kf + kvo} + V(+f'lw)(kfs + ykvo) + c 
y s y 

and 
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X(+flw) = -X(+flw)(k +kf + ykv ) + X(-flw)(kf + kv ) + e 
X S O S O X 

X(-flw) = -X(+flw)(kx + kfs + ykvo + X(-flw)(kfs + kvo) +ex. 
(94b) 

These coupled equations are readily solved by means of LaPlace trans-

forms yielding 

+lv0(+flw) + v0(-flw) · e¥ l 
L 2 - 2[ky + tl - y)kv

0
Jj 

-[k + (1 - y)kv Jt ey 
x e Y o + -k -+-(~,---y-.-) :-kv-

Y D 

o( ) o( ) -[k + 2kf + (1 + y)kv
0
Jt 

Y(-flw,t) = y -flw ; y +flw e y s 

(95) 

-[k + (1 - y)kv Jt ey 
y . 0 + --r..--,..--

x e k + (1 - y)kv 
y D 

-[k + (y- l)kv
0
Jt + ex 

X e X ~-~~,..--
k· + (y- l)kv 

X D 
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o( ) o( ) -[kx + 2kfs + (1 + y)kv0Jt 
X( -.6-w, t) = X -6w ; X +6w e .. 

If it is assumed that local environments are randomly distributed (45) 

a particular system is equally likely to exchange to a fast or slow 

environment and hence 

(96) k , m 

where km is the rate constant for exchange between any environment. 

Noting that 

00 

(97a) Y(+6w,t) - X(+6w,t) = J r3( 6w,t) d6w 
0 

and 

0 

(97b) Y(-6w,t) - X(-6w,t) = J r 3( ·6w, t) d6w, 
-00 

it is easily shown that the ordered component is given by 
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(98) 
-[k + k + (1 + y)k ]t 

I (t) = [Y0(Mw) - v0(-!J.w)]e Y m VD ordered · 

o Xo(+Aw)·]e-[kx + km + (1 + y)kvoJt 
+ [X (-!J.w) - u 

Using Equation 93 this may be rewritten as 

(99) I (t)- l,No No)(e-[ky + km+ (1 +y)kvoJt 
ordered - 2' y - x 

-[k + k + (1 + y)kv0Jt 
+ x m e . 

Thus the ordered state is expected to decay biexponentially. Further-

more, feeding has no effect on the ordered state if one is on-resonance 

since the incoming population is unordered and evenly distributed to 

the fast and slow ensembles. 

This is not the case if the experiment is performed off-resonance. 

For this case, one must ignore vertical processes to uncouple the 

two sets of equations since Equation-~ is no longer valid. This is 

not an unreasonable assumption for systems at low temperatures. Using 

this approximation and defining the ensemble exchange constants as 

k fs = (f~O g( w )dW ff: g (6w) d61 km = Akm 

(100) 

ksf= (J:g(W)d6/f g(W)d6w) = (1 ->.)k ' m 

one may proceed as before. The parameter >. is just the fraction of 

systems that are "s 1 ow 1', and hence is the fraction of exchange events 

... 
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that terminate in a slow environment. Solving for the time evolution 

of the subensemble populations and calculating the ordered component as 

before gives 

(101) 

larder = 2[AY0{+6w) (1-A)Y 0{-6w) + kc~k (1-2A)] 
m y 

·. -(k +k )t · 2C -(k )t 
x e Y m + (1-2A){[V0(+6w) + Y0 (-6w)J- ~}e Y 

y 

0 0 . ex - ( k +k ) t 
+ 2[(1-A)X (-6w)-AX (+6w)+k +k (2A-l)]e x m +(2A-1) 

m x 

This equation reduces to Equation 98 for A=0.5 and kv0=o, i.e. on

resonance with no vertical decay processes. The feeding terms are non-

zero for experiments that are performed off-resonance because the two 

subensembles, fast and slow, are populated unequally~ It is important to 

note that a non-decaying component is present to distort the pure bi-

exponential decay of the ordered state that one would observe if on-

resonance. This distortion is quite apparent in Figure~. which presents 

the decay of the ordered state as a function of A. Figure 1Z_ compares some 

calculated and experimental decay curves for 1,2,4,5-h2-tetrachlorobenzeneand 
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CALCULATED DECAY OF ORDERED STATE 
IN THE ABSENCE OF VERTICAL PROCESSES 

X=0.7 

kx = 1.45 sec- 1 

ky =27.5 sec- 1 

Cx =I. 3 sec-1 

Cy =26.0 sec-1 

k =50 sec-1 
m 

20 40 60 80 100 
Time (msec) 

XBL 766-7092 
Fig. 16. Decay of Ordered State calculated for different 

fractions of slow systems, A. 
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CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL 
DECAY CURVES FOR 
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demonstrates the strong dependence of the order decay on the experimen

tal frequency. The experimental and calculated decay curves for 

1,2,4,5-h2-tetrachlorobenzene in 1,2,4,5-d2-tetrachlorobenzene display 

the same gross features, but cannot be compared too closely because ab-

solute values for the feeding rates ex and CY are not known and vary 

according to the strength of the optical pumping source. Relative values 

have been published (46) and were used to approximate the feeding effects 

in the calculated curve. The fraction of slow systems A was calculated 

by assuming a Lorentzian distribution of local fields around !J.w = 0. 

If vertical processes are important, Equations R must be 

integrated numerically to determine the decay of the ordered state 

for off-resonance conditions. However, if one is forced to use 

nurr~el~ical methods, tr1ere is an alternate description for the loss of 

order that permits one to examine the time evolution of the populations 

of the two sublevels in each homogeneous environnEnt !J.w •• This is 
J 

advantageous if the inhomogeneous line is quite asymmetric since 

it allows one to follow the redistribution of popUlation between 

many homogeneous -ensembles instead of just the four ensembles of 

Equation JU_. Defining r; to be the number of systems experiencing 

a 1 oca 1 field !J.w. 
1 

and populating the upper sublevel, one may \vrite 

•Y -P~[k + kvo + km(l -g.)]+ X p. = Piykvo 1 1 y 1 

( 102) 

+ g. (k L p~ + c ) • 
1 m J y 

jtl 

~·;here p~ 
1 

is the population of the l o•,.,er sub 1 eve 1 in the same 

:_ 
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local environment and gi is a weighting factor equal to the fraction of 

environments with local fields equal to fluli. The first term reflects 

losses due to decay to the ground state, vertical transitions to the 

lower sublevel, and excnange to other environments. The second and third 

terms reflect feeding from transitions from the lower state, feeding to 

the sublevel, and exchange from other environments. Equation 102 can be 

rewritten as 

(103a) 

Simi 1 arly 

( 103b) P~ = -P~( k + y kvo + k ) + PY. kvo + 9. ( k I P~ + c ) . 1 1 x m 1 1m. J x 
J 

The result of this treatment is 2L coupled equations where L 

is the number of homogeneous environments necessary to describe the 

inhomogeneous line. As before, the loss of order is given by 

Figure _1§_ presents the results of such a calculation for a Lorentzian 

distribution of 251 environments. kvo was chosen to be small to 

facilitate comparison with the results of Equation 101 . The basic 

features are identical, but there are differences that result from 

the averaging effect of verti ca.l processes on the feeding and decay 

rates of the two sublevels. 
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TIME (msec) 
f ----------------1_0-------to---------to----------- So- -----------:co-0----

CALCULATED DECAY OF ORDERED STATE 

(in presence of vertical processes) 

-~ -------- --.... - --- ·-· 

A.= -0.3 

+0.3 

A.= -0.1 

----- A.= +0 .1 ------r-

I ~ ·\_ 

''\,_ A.= 0. 5 

on resonance 

XBL 767-8615 

Fig. 18. Calculated decay curves for the ordered state obtained by 

integrating Eq. 103 for a Lorentzian line comprised of 251 

isochromats. Rate constants for vertical processes were 

minimized to facilitate comparison to Fig. 16. A represents 

amount off-resonance in MHz. 
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Effect of Non-Equivalent Exchange 

Although there is no in-plane coherent component that can be 

altered, non-equivalent exchange does produce a loss of order, 

even if the exchange is between systems experiencing exactly the same 

local environment. The loss of order results from the mixing of 

sublevels during the exchange, and hence appears to result both from 

vertical processes between the two sublevels involved in the ordered 

state and additional decay out of the ensemble. 

To determine the magnitude of the effect, consider a three-level 

system characterized by the state·s lj>, lk>, and lm>. In the 

laboratory frame, the rotated states are given by 

(105a) [ j, l ·[j] k I : . k 

·m• m , 

' where R, the rotation operator, is obtained from Equation }_~by setting 

the rotating-frame frequency to zero. Carrying through the 

calculation yields 

lj'> = coselj> - sinecos~lk> + sinesin~lm> 

lk'> = cosljlsinelj> + (cosecos~cosljl- sinljlsin~)lk> 

(105b) - (sinljlcos~ + cosesin~cosl)J)Im> 

lm'> = sinljlsinelj> + (cosljlsin~ + cosecos~sinljl)lk> 

+ (cosljlcos~ - cosesin~sinljl) lm> 

where the angles are as defined in Chapter III. If k H· is the rate constant cc 

for non-equivalent exchange, the rate constant for transitions from 

lj> to lk> induced by the transfer is just 
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( 106) K(j + k) = (sinecos¢) 2 kccH" 

Similar rate constants are defined for the other transitions. For 

an ordered state that involves Jj> and Jk>, K(j + k) and K(k + j) 

correspond to verti ca 1 processes, K(j + m) and K( k + m) are 

additional decay routes out of the ordered state, and K(m + j) and 

K(m + k) are new feeding channels to the ordered state. Thus the 

ordered state is also sensitive to non-equivalent energy exchange 

independent of the local environments at the two sites. 

Effect of Non-Random Exchange 

Up to this point, it has been assumed that a system undergoing 

an exchange event can sample all possible environments, i.e. the 

probability of exchanging between the fast and slow ensembles is 

given by their relative sizes. This is not true if exchange events 

are between neighboring environments, where there is an 

excellent chance of exchanging back to ·the original environment. 

If exchange events are between environments that are spatially 

adjacent, a system undergoing exchange events with a rate constant 

k appears to "random walk" away from its original environment. m 

However, its most probable environment at any time will still be its 

original one, and hence km can no longer be taken as simply the 

ensemble exchange rate constant times some factor determined by the 

two ensemble sizes. In fact, km can be substantially larger than 

the observed ensemble exchange rate constants that are respon~ible for 

a 1 oss of order. 
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The probability distribution for a random walk is given by the 

binomial distribution, so that the probability of a system being 

in its original site after L ho~s is just 

(107) P(O,L) L = even 

Note that if the exchange is between adjacent environments, 

P(O,L} = 0 for all odd L. Of the systems making L exchanges, 

only (1 - P(O,L)) can possibly experience different environments 

so that 

where kEE is the ensemble excha11ge rate constant ( kfs or k
5
f) and q) 

is the relative size of the sub ensemble into which the exchange occurs. 

The total exchange r~te constant is given by 

(109a) 

00 

kEE(t) = ¢km ~ f(L,t)(l - P(O,L)), 
L=O 
even 

where f(L,t) is the fraction of systems that undergo L exchanges in 

time t. From Chapter III, 

( 49a) · f(L,t) = 

so that 
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(109a) 
-k t Lao ((k t)L (k t)L l -) = ¢k e m m - ~ 

m L=O L! 2 (l/2L)!2 . 

This exchange rate constant can then be introduced into the differential 

equations (Equations~). 

An illustrative example proposed by H. C. Brenner ( 47 j is to 

consider random walk exchange in the 11 0n-resonance" case. In this 

situation, exchange to any environment except the original populates 

either the fast or slow ensemble with equal probability so that 

the ADRF signal is due only to those systems that are in their 

original environment, i.e. is proportional to 

-k t ~ ( k t)L ( 1 ) 
(110) No e m L- ~- W2L)! 2 ' 

L=O 
even 

where N0 is the original population of that environment. Thus the 

ordered signal for on-resonance becomes 

(111) I ( t) 
-(k +k +(l+y)kv0)t -(k +k +(l+y)kv0)t 

= I(O)(e x m + e Y m )R 

where 

_ t (kmt)
2 

1 = 
R- L=O -2- (l/2L)!2 

(k t) 2 (k t) 4 (k t) 6 
m m m 1 + -4;;--- + --:6::-:4;-- + -2~3~0:-:;-4- + 

even 
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It is apparent that only the first few terms will be important, 

and then only for large exchange rate constants where the probability 

for a system undergoing multiple exchanges within the time range 

of the experiment is non-negligible. 

Experimental Considerations 

From an experimental viewpoint, one must be concerned about 

whether or not an ordered state is actually being produced, and if 

so,what is the appropriate frequency to use for a particular transi

tion. 

There are several different procedures that can provide 

experimental evidence of ordering. The easiest method is to 

observe the populations of the two sublevels as one demagnetizes the 

in-plane spin.locked component. If the resulting state is ordered, 

an r 3 component is created only if the experiment is performed 

off-resonance, when the two ensembles are unequal in size. This 

provides the best means for determining the resonance frequency 

if electron ordering is actually occurring. If the state is 

not ordered there are two distinct situations. The first is if 

the demagnetization has no effect on the spinlocked component. 

In this case, even if the experimental frequency is off-resonance, 

no additional r3 component will be generated during the demagneti~ 

zation if the process is rapid compared to T1 and feeding processes. 

If adiabatic demagnetization does affect the spinlocked component 

but does not create an ordered state, a large r 3 component will be 

generated even if the frequency is on-resonance. 
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A more conclusive experiment for establishing that demagnetization 

is resulting in an ordered state is the "ordered" spin echo previously 

discussed. Since the amplitude of the echo depends on the order 

induced in the ensemble (on-resonance), one can readily establish 

if an ordered state is being produced. Equally conclusive and 

somewhat si~pler is to adiabatically remagnetize the ensemble after 

a time corresponding to several T2 times. If demagnetization had no 

effect on the in-plane components, they will undergo free precession 

(w1 = 0) and dephase completely. Remagnetization 

and application of a probe pulse can produce no additional changes 

in observables since there are no net r-vector components. If 

the demagnetization did affect the in-plane components but did not 

result in order, a large change in the r3 component will be observed 

as mentioned previously. 

Cross Polarization 

In addition to gaining information about the dynamics of local 

environments, one can use an ordered electron spin state to induce 

large spin-polarizations in other electronic and nuclear spin 

systems by means of cross-relaxation. (48) This phenomenon 

can be employed to examine specific features of the coupling between 

excited states and their environments. For example, by observing 

the loss of order resulting from energy conserving simultaneous 

transitions in the two spin reservoirs, one can determine the relative 

contribution of particular nuclear species to the total hyperfine 

and quadrupole interaction experienced by the ordered electron 

spin ensemble. Schuch and Harris (44) have observed cross-relaxation 

.. 
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between coupled triplet spin sublevels and Hand D spin reservoirs, 

and qualitatively measured the distribution of nuclear splittings around 

an electronic excitation. In addition, one can take advantage of 

the high spin-polar1zation frequently found in triplet spin systems 

to pump nuclear spin reservoirs to high spin temperatures by means 

of cross-relaxation from an ordered state. This permits magnetic 

resonance experiments to be performed on rare nuclear spins by 

a double resonance technique that uses the electronic spin reservoir 

for both pumping and detecting the nuclear transitions. ( 43 ) 

Cross-relaxation experiments also provide a means for optically 

detecting resonances in non-radiative spin systems: 

Cross-relaxation occurs during demagnetization when the field 

strength w1 is reduced to the point where 

( 112) 2 2 l/2 
(w1 + ~w ) = wN , 

i.e. where the energy splitting of the Zeeman states quantized 

by the effective field just matches the energy splitting of species 

in another spin ensemb 1 e, N. Figure ~ presents the expected 

electronic spin-polarization as a function of the amount off 

resonance for several different final values of w1. When the condition 

in Eq. 112 i·-s met, simultaneous transitions in the two spin ensembles 

are energy-conserving and the ensemb 1 es evo 1 ve to a common spin 

temperature if they are coupled together by an appropriate 

hamiltonian, XINT. For the case of cross-relaxation from an ordered 

electron spin state to a nuclear spin reservoir, JCINT consists 
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primarily of the components of the hyperfine interaction oscillating 

at wN that do not commute with the intrinsic hamiltonians of either 

spin reservoir. Use of this technique to study ground state 

nuclear spin systems is described in detail by Hartmann and Hahn ( 42) 

and Schwab ( 43 ) . 
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Chapter VI 

Excited State Energy Migration in Solids: 

An Application of Coherence Techniques 

The transport of electronic energy in crystalline solids depends 

strongly on the nature of the chemical impurities and crystal defects 

that interrupt the translational symmetry of the host lattice. (14,49_~50,51) 

These imperfections give rise to localized impurity states that 

interact with the delocalized band states of the host lattice to 

limit the coherent nature of the excitation transfer process, {52) 

not only by scattering excitations between different band states, 

but also by providing a localized energy 11 trap 11 if the impurity 

state is of lower energy than the exciton band (Figure~). This 

phenomenon of excitation localization in impurity states is most 

important in governing the efficiency of energy transport in solids 

because it corresponds to excitations becoming stationary at particular 

sites in the lattice. Thus long-range energy transport in real solids 

consists of energy migration events between localized states via the 

host exciton band. Central to the dynamics of this process is the 

manner in which an excitation localized around an impurity site is 

thermally promoted to the host ban'd and the "quantum yield" for 

subsequent evolution to a mobile excitation. Of particular interest 

is the role of the density of states in the exciton band in determining 

the efficiency with which an excitation migrates away from its initial 

trap site. The role is two-fold since the nature of the migration 
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process and the quantum yield for the decay of localized states into 

the band upon promotion depend on the density of states as well as the 

lattice temperature. These features will be reflected in the temperature 

and concentration dependence of the rate constant for trap-to-trap 

migration. 

The System 

To examine some of the features outlined above, triplet state 

energy migration between isotopic traps in 1 ,2,4,5-d2-tetrachloroben

zene (d2-TCB) was investigated using spinlocking and electron spin 

ordering techniques. Although triplet exciton bandwidths are small 

compared to singlet bandwidths, the relatively long life of the 

triplet state permits excitation transfer over long distances. (53) 

In addition, the triplet sublevels of most molecules are non-degenerate 

in zero external field as a result of the anisotropic dipolar interaction 

of the two unpaired electrons. Their interaction is commonly expressed 

in terms of the hamiltonian (54) 

(113) 

The three zerofield eigenfunctions of this hamiltonian, T , T , artd Tz' 
X y 

are quantized along the molecular axes of symmetry in tetrachloro-

benzene, and are mixed by the triplet state angular momentum operators 

S , S and S providing convenient transiti~ns for coherence experiments. 
X y Z 

By spinlocking and ordering these transitions in a triplet state 

ensemble populating a particular type of trap, one can examine the 

dynamics of energy transfer into and out of localized impurity states. 
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Several features of 1,2,4,5-d2-te.ttachlorobenzene are parti

cularly advantageous for such studies. There are two distinct 

isotopic traps below the excito,n band, h2-TCB with a trap depth 

6 of 22.3 cm-l below the k = 0 state and hd-TCB with 6 = 11.2 cm-l, 

as is illustrated schematically in Figure _1_Q_. Both are sufficiently 

shallow so that thermal promotion ( 14) of excitations to states 

isoenergetic with the band is observed even at liquid helium tempera

tures. Several workers (46,55)have examined th~ triplet state 

parameters of these species. A summary of the results is presented 

in Table __ 2 __ . Perhaps the most important feature is that the 
' exciton interaction in tetrachlorobenzene is essentially one-

dimensional and along chains of translationally equivalent molecules. 

( 56 ) Si nee isotopic substitution is not expected to affect the 

crystal symmetry, non-equivalent exchange is absent. This is 

confirmed by the single exponential decays observed when one 

optically-detects spinlocking in this system. 

Promotion of Excitations out of Localized States 

To measure the rate constant for thermal promotion out of the 

deep trap, the D- lEI transition (TY ++ Tx) of h2-TCB was 

spinlocked. This transition is easily spinlocked since the linewidth 

at half-height (3. 4 MHz) is sma 11 er than the ava i 1 ab 1 e r. f. fie 1 d strength 11\1 
(- 5 MHz) so that aside from decay to the ground state and T1 pm 

processes, phase coherence can be lost only by promotion to states 

where the transition frequency D - IE I has changed by more than 5 MHz. 

Since an excitation localized at an impurity site is in general 
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Table 2: Triplet State Kinetic Parameters of 1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene-~" 

-TCB PARAMETER h2-TCB d2 
ref. ref. 

~ - -

zero field 2IEI 1. 746 1.8 

transitions 1 . 7 450 (46) 
22 

(GHz) D-IEI 3.683 3.6 
3.6814 (46) 

41 

D+IEI 5.429 5.4 
5.4264 (46) 

63 

- ~--+---------

Tx 790±40 750 
700±30 ( 46) 

±40 

level T 36±1 36 
1 i feti mes y 34±1 (46) 

±l 

(msec) 
Tz 38±1 38 

36±1 (46) 
±1 

~ ~--------------- --~----·· 

re 1 ati ve feeding rates T :T :T = 1:10:20 
(h2-TCB) X y Z 

·:· in a host of h14-durene. Reference is Ref. 55 unless otherwise 
specified. 
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surrounded by host molecules, the promotion process is likely to be 

to the delocalized exciton k states. The question then becomes 

vihether or not the band trans it.i ori frequency is sufficiently different 

to affect a loss of coherence. Extrapolation of the D- lEI values 

df h2-TCB and hd-TCB would suggest that the band transition frequency 

is approximately 3458 MHz, more than sufficient to produce a loss of 

spinlocking. Recent experimental evidence supports this assignment 

of the band frequency: ( 57) 

A theoretical treatment of the promotion of localized states 

to exciton bands is.contained in the model of Fayer and Harris. (14) 

In this model, the promotion is viewed as a two-step process 

involving an intermediate state I~> that is isoenergetic with one 

or more of the delocalized k states of the band. In the first 

step, a phonon scatters with the impurity stateiT>, promoting the 

excitation to the localized intermediate 1~> .. In the second step, 

I~> decays radiationlessly into the exciton band, a process that is 

facilitated by the density of k states. 
\ 

The probability per unit time of a phonon mode IP(s)> inter

acting with the impurity state IT> and decaying into a particular k 

state via the intermediate state I~> is given by the golden rule rate 

(114) 

K = ks (2n/h)<N(E)>TI <TP(E) IJCTPI~(P(E}-Ecp)> 121 <¢(P(c)-Ecp)l H<Pk I 

k(P(E)-Ecp) >1 2p(Ecp), 

where Ecp is the energy of the intermediate state, s is the energy 

of phonons in mode jP(s)> and p(E<P) is the density of k states at the 
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energy of the intermediate. The term (P(s)-E¢) represents the phonon state 

after the extraction of energy E¢. Both steps conserve the total energy 

of the system. In the first step, the energy required to promote the 

localized state is extracted from the phonon field and hence the transition 

probability to I¢> depends not only on the matrix element between the 

phonon-excitation product states 

<TP(s) I HTP l¢(f1s~E¢) >, 

but also on the average number of phonons <N(d>T occupying IP(E)> 

at temperature T. <N(t)>T is given by the Planck distribution 

function times p(s), the density of states characterizing the 

phonon dispersion at energy s. The radiationless decay into the 

exciton k state conserves energy and is characterized by 

<¢(P(?)-E¢) IH¢klk(P(E)-E¢) >. 

The total rate constant kp is then obtained by summing Equation ~4 

over phonon energies s ~ E¢ and then summing over all possible 

intermediate states corresponding in energy to various k states in the 

band. 

Since these experiments are performed at liquid helium 

temperatures, <N(s)>T can be approximated by p(s) exp(-s/k8T) because 

k8T is much less than .~. Furthermore, only linear regions of the acoustic 

phonon branches are likely to be populated at these temperatures so 

that p(s) will be constant over the energies under consideration. 

If the exciton bandwidth is narrow, the small range of effective 

phonon energies s that can result in promotion may be approximated 

by t:1e trap depth 6, so one would expect the promotion rate constant 

to increase exoonentially with temperature with a characteristic 
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activatioti energy equal to the trap depth. 

The results from a spinlocking experiment on the deep trap 

have already been presented in Figure~· As discussed in Chapter IV, 

it shows both temperature dependent and independent components. 

In this particu1ar system, contributions to the loss of spinlocking 

from both T1 processes and decay to the ground state are expected pm 

to be essentially temperature independent, and so their contribution 

can be easily subtr.acted out to obtain the temperature dependence of 

the promotion rate constant kp. This temperature dependence is 

presented in Figure Zl_ and was obtained by fitting the experimental 

data to an exponential plus a constant and then subtracting the 

constant va 1 ue from each of the observed tot a 1 decay constants for 

spinlocking. Since the contribution of the lifetimes kA is known, 

the va 1 ue of the constant determines kT , the rate constant for 
lpm 

T1 pm processes. Table 3_ presents the results for several samples 

with different deep trap concentrations. 

A disturbing feature is that the activation energy characteristic 

of the promotion process is considerably less than the spectroscopic trap 

depth for each of the crystals. Even though the trap depth is measured 

from the top of the band in TCB, the bandwidth of 1-2 cm-1 (36,58) is not 

large enough to account for this discrepancy. Two possible explanations 

for the spinlocking activation energy are. 

(i) the existence of an intermediate trap with 6 ~ 6 cm-1. This trap 

would most likely be a host d2-TCB molecule whose energy is strongly per

turbed by a nearest neighbor deep trap. 

(ii) The observed activation energy is a weighted average of thermal 

promotion to the band and thermally-activated tunnelling to shallow 
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Table 3: Temperature Dependence of Promotion Rate Constant 

DEEP TRAP OBSERVED ACTIVATION OBSERVED KT ·J· 
CONCENTRATION ENERGY, 6 lpm 

(% h2-TCB) (cm-1) · (sec-1) 

0.003 16.9 

I 
13.6 

I I 
I I 

0.06 16. 1 I 15.3 
I I 

I 
i I 0.7 14.7 I 4.0 
! i 

I 

6.0 17.0 26.6 

·-- --------

~Parameter obtained by fitting experimental data to kp(T) =A exp(-6/k8T). 
t For the D-IEI transition, kA~ 14.5 sec-1. 

0 

FITTING PARAMETER~ 
c 
'"'"" 

A ,,,.._. 

X 10-7 .,.~ .. 
"""""' 

t"+-
.6.:~ 

7.10478 (.f, 

c 
• 4.65692 
I 

c· 
I 0'" ....... 

1.69493 0 
\.0 

'J I 

9.56820 ...0 
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traps ( hd-TCB). 

Although an intermediate trap has never been observed spectroscopically 

in emission, this does not necessarily rule out its existence. 

Excitation entering this intermediate trap may be promoted immediately 

to the band or trap on the neighboring h2-TCB molecule that is 16 cm- 1 

lower in energy. If either or both of these processes are rapid, the 

intermediate trap population will be n~gligible and no emission will 

be observed. Even though the residence time is negligible, spinlocking 

can still be lost by promotion to this state if subsequent detrappinq 

to the band is efficient. However, since it is associated with a deep 

trap, the intermediate trap should be observed in absorption whenever 

the deep trap is present in sufficient concentration to be observed 

also. Narrow band laser excitation spectra which display absorption 

due to the deep trap do not show any absorption at the energy corre-

sponding to the spinlocking activation energy, suggesting that there 

is no intermediate trap. This conclusion is further supported by cal-

culating the effect of the h2-TCB impurity state on the host band ener

gies. (57) For this calculation, the nearest neighbor interaction energy, 
. 1 -1 

B, was chosen to be 1 em- (larger than estimated value of 0.2-0.5 em 

for TCB), and the impurity h2-TCB was surrounded by 80 d2-TCB 

molecules on both sides to insure that end effects in the band would 

be minimized. Diagonalization of the resulting matrix showed that 

the nearest neighbors to the trap are perturbed only slightly, and· 
-1 that no states corresponding to a trap depth of 6 em · are generated. 
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With these considerations in mind, it is difficult to explain 

the spinlocking activation energy in terms of an intermediate trap 

state . 

Up to this point it has been assumed that there is only one 
\ 

pathway for promotion since the probability of shallow traps 

adjacent to deep traps is quite small. However, this assumption 

ignores thermally induced tunnelling to shallow traps several 

lattice sites away that are virtually coupled to the deep trap by 

means of the band states on the intervening host molecules. 

Although this coupling is expected to be much weaker than the 

trap~band interaction, the transition probabilities for the two 

paths can be comparible because the associated phonon term for 

promotion to the shallow trap is much larger than that for 

promotion to the band. 

Rewriting Equation~ to reflect both pathways yields 

2 -e /kB T 2 
k = _2!. [pte ) e 5 j<T0 jJc0 jT >J p(E) p h s s s s 

( 115) 

where Es is the energy of the shallow trap relative to ·the deep 

trap, E(k) is fhe energy difference between the deep trap and 

the kth band state, p(Es) and p(E(k)) are the respective densities 

of electronic states, and the two matrix elements involved for each 

path have been represented as one connecting the deep trap To to 
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either the shallow trap Ts or a band state k. If it is assumed that 

both phonon energies E: s and dk) are in the linear portion of the 

acoustic phonon dispersion, p(E:s) = p(E:(k)) and Equation115 

can be further simplified to 

(116) 

This expression must be averaged over the number of band molecules 

separating the deep and sf1allow traps. This separation not only 

affects the coupling between the two traps, but also determines 

the number of states in the band, and hence changes the efficiency 

of both pathways. 

In order to perform the averaging, the functional dependence 

of the matrix elements on the number of intervening band molecules, 

N, must be determined. First consider the coupling between the two 

traps and let <c 0iJC0siTs> = S'. Following the derivation of 

McConnell,( 59) it is readily shown t.hat the coupling between 

two states of energies -~ and -~2 tnrough a band of N virtual 

states, ~j, is given by 

(117a) 
S S SN-l 
1 2 B' = --.,..,.----- N 

~ 

.. 
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s2 = <<PNIJcjTs>l and 1::. = (1/2)(~::. 1 + ~::.2 ), the average trap depth. 

For the case of isotopic impurities, s
1 

and 6
2 

are expected to 

be the same as S except for a factor x determined by the change in the 

Franck-Condon factors describing the overlap of vibrations involving 

the isotope in question. For the case of proton substitution on 

the ring in d2-TCB, these changes are expected to be small so 

that X - 1 and 6 • may be approximated by 

(117b) 61 = S(S/~)N . 

In the case of the band, the number of k states to sum over is N, 

the number of band molecules between the two traps. Each k state 

can be represented as a linear combination of the localized states ¢j. 

( 118) I k> . = t ( 1 1 IN) <P . e i G. r) ' 
1 J 

j=l . 

and since the overlap of the trap with its neighbor ¢
1 

is approximated 

by S, then 

which satisfies the requirement that 

<T 0 1J~klk> = 0 if there are no band molecul~s adjacent to the 

deep trap. One can now rewrite Equation 116 to reflect the dependence 

on N, i.e. 
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= S 2 2TI P ( £ ) [e- E:s I k B T ( S I~ ) 2 N P ( E s ) k p ( N) .:.___::'-;:-h "'--'----'-

N 

+ ~ L: e -dk)/k p(E(k) ~ . 
k=l 

To average this expression, let P be the fraction of shallow 

traps and assume that the deep trap concentration is negligible 

by comparison. Then 

( 120) 

(liP)-1 

<kp> = P ~ kp(N) 
N=O 

[ 

-EikT (liP)-1 
e s B p(Es) L (SI6)2N 

· N=O 

(liP)-1 N 

+ I k I 
N=1 k=l 

-s(k)lk8T 1 
e p( E ( k) )J . 

Since this equation contains an explicit summation over k states, 

p~E(k)) = p(E ), which in turn is determined by the number of equiva-s . 

lent directions surrounding a deep trap. 

A branching ratio ~(T,P,S) describing the fraction of promotion 

events that are to the band can now defined by 

t!'(T,P,B) 

(121) 

11P-1 N 
- 1 j 2_ N' -
N=1 k=1 

-E:{k)lk T 
e B p(E(k)) 

N -s lk T liP-1 )2N 1/P-1 
e s 

8 
p(Es) ~ (! + ~ h L 

N=O N=O k=l 

-s{k)lk8T e p(E(k)) 

'• 
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and used to estimate a correction for experimentally obtained values of 

the promotion rate constant to obtain a promotion rate to the band kpB 

A plot of~ versus T for a 1% concentration of hd-TCB and B= 0.25 

cm-l is presented in Figure 22, while Table 4 gives the results of apply-

ing this model to spinlocking data obtained for the various crystals. 

The activation energies now lie slightly above the band suggesting that 

promotion may be a multiphonon Raman phonon process. For example, a pho-

non of energy slightly greater than the trap depth can be absorbed with 

simultaneous emission of a low energy phonon, resulting in promotion to 

the band. This is a reasonable mechanism if the phonon density of states 

function is peaked for phonon energies slightly greater than the trap 

depth. However, there is no requirement that phonon absorption be limited 

to a single phonon process, i.e,promotion may involve absorption of several 

low energy phonons followed by emission if energy matching with the band 

is required. The activation energy for the 6% crystal must be interpreted 

cautiously because the assumption that the deep trap concentration is un-

important is no longer valid. 

The spinlocking activation energy appears to decrease with increasing 

deep trap concentration, which may reflect a change in the relative impor-

tance of one (direct) and multi (Raman) phonon processes. At high trap 

concentrations, the cross section for multi-phonon processes can be re-

duced because the increasingly localized nature of the modes results in a 

decrease in the density of states at appropriate energies in the phonon 

dispersion. 

Decay of Localized States into Mobile Excitations 

Having measured the rate constant for thermal promotion, the question 
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Fig. 22. Band branching ratio ~ as a function of temperature. 
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Table 4: Temperature Dependence of Promotion Rate Constant to 
Exciton Band (kB) p 

c-----· --- ---------------
DEEP TRAP ACTIVATION ENER CONCENTRATION 

(% h2-TCB) ( ~::,.• -1 ) 
' em 

GY FITTING PARAMETEi~ 
A 

.. - ---

0.003 25.9 2.29432 X 109 

---~ -----------·- ---------

0.06 24.8 1. 23977 X 109 

-+-------------·---1 

0.7 23.8 6 . 1 36 7 6 X 1 0 8 

------·--------

6.0 28.0 1. 33970 X 10 l O 
"·--------··--·--· 

t Parameter obtained by fitting corrected values of kp to the 

equation k~ = A exp{-11 1 /kBT) 
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becomes whether or not upon promotion an excitation remains localized and 

eventually retraps at the same site or becomes a mobile exciton and mi-

grates to another impurity site before retrapping occurs. Defining a as 

the fraction of promoted excitations that migrate to other traps, one may 

define a migration rate constant, 

(122) kT = ak m p 

where k! is the rate constant for thermally induced excitation 

exchange between impurity sites. Similarly Skp is ·the rate constant 
T for localized retrapping, and can be distinguished from k by means m 

of electron spin ordering since order will only be destroyed by 

events resulting in trap-to-trap exchange. In the absence of 

vertical processes and direct exchange between trap sites, the total 

exchange rate, km, characterizing the decay of the ordered state 
T will be equal to km. 

To determine kT, the same transition as used in the spinlocking m 
measurements (deep trap 0- lEI) was ordered and monitored optically 

by adiabatic remagnetization. The value of k was then extracted 
m 

by fitting the observed decay to Equation __2_2.._ with the assumption 

that vertical processe~ kv0 ,were negligible. The result of this 

treatment as a function of temperature for one of the crystals is 

presented in Figure~- The temperature dependence of km bears a 

striking resemblance to that of the loss of spinlocking (Figure __ 8 __ ), 

i.e. appears to have a temperature independent component, Extensive 

curve fitting confirmed that this component, corresponding to 

a 11 bottoming-out 11 value in k , has an activation energy that is 
m 

essentially zero. The origin of the 11 bottoming-out 11 effect is 
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not we 11 understood. There are severa 1 different processes that can 

contribute to a temperature-independent loss of order, including 

vertical processes, direct exchange between trap sites, and 

large changes in the local environment of a particular site that 

would cause a loss of order even in the absence of exchange events. 

However, there is considerable evidence that vertical processes in 

this system (46,55,60)areslow at liquid helium temperatures. Further-

more, the evolution of a particular site's environment requires nuclear 

transitions which are also too slow at low temperatures to account for 

all of the "bottoming-out" value . The third mechanism, direct coupling 

of deep traps by means of virtual coupling through the band is 

plausible; however the "bottoming-out" value decreases with increasing 

h2-TCB concentration, contrary to what one would anticipate if this 

mechanism were primarily responsible for the observed value. 

In any case, the temperature-independent component represents 

a loss of order due to processes other than promotion with 

subsequent migration, and must be subtracted out to obtain k~. This 

was accomplished by fitting the data to an exponential plus a 

constant, the constant corresponding to the "bottoming-out" value. 

The results of this treatment for the different crystals are 

presented in Table _5_. Along with the "bottoming-out" value for 

k , the apparent activation energy also decreases with increasing m 

h2-TCB concentration suggesting that the decreasing distance between 

traps faci 1 i tatE:s the energy exchange process. The effect of trap 

separation is twofold; not only does it determine in part the 

"' 

<> .• 
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T Table 5: Temperature Dependence of Rate Constant km 

OBSERVED ACTIVATION II BOTTOM OUT" 
CONCENTRATION 1 ENERGY,!:::." I VALUE 

(% h2-TCB) (cm-1) I (sec-1) 

0.003 21.4 27.9 

0.06 20.1 I 24.8 

0.7 I/ 14.4 
I 

6.0 9.8 4.0 I ---- -

'" c. 

.... !.-

FITTING PARAMETER' 
A 

1 . 14816 X 1 0~ 

5. 72475 X 107 I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I/ ! 

1 . 96816 X 1 05 

t Parameter obtained by fitting experimental data to k~ =A exp(-6"/kBT) +bottom out value. 

I/ Poor fit to exponential. 
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fraction of mobile excitons that migrate sufficiently far enough 

to trap at another site, it also determines the relative importance 

of trap-trap exchange events that involve promotion to the band 

via a shallow trap. As was demonstrated in an earlier section, 

tunnelling to the shallow trap is an important pathway out of the 

deep trap at low temperatures and if followed by detrapping to 

the band can provide an alternate route for promotion and subsequent 

migration. 

The effect of decreasing trap separation is illustrated by 

the change in the observed kT va·lues for the different crystals at m 

a particular temperature: 

h2-TCB concentration 

0.003 % 

0.06 % 

0.7% 

6.0 % 

T . 
observed km (~ 2.0°K) 

6.9 sec-l 

50.23 sec -1 

35.70 sec-lt 

173.1 sec -1 

Because of the shallow trap concentration(~ 1%), the density 

of band states does not change appreciably in the crystals with 

low h2-TCB concentration, so that the observed change in kT is 
Ill 

primarily due to the decrease in trap separation rather than the 

+ 
. 'The electron ordering data for this concentration displayed considerable 

scatter and an?malous tren~s. Be:ause of this, interpretations relying 
on ADRF ~ata w1l~ not cons1der th1s sample, however calculations and 
tables w1ll cont1nue to include entries for the crystal. 

.. 

b • 
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effect of the density of states on the fraction of localized 

excitations that become mobile excitons. Thus one can consider a 

as a product of two quantum yields: 

where a is the quantum yield for evolution of localized states me 
to mobile exci tons and a . is the fraction of mobi 1 e excitons · m1g 

that migrate far enough to trap at a different site. Consequently the 

dependence of a on temperature and the density of states in the 

exciton band reflect the effects of these same parameters on 

mechanisms for energy transfer as well as the manner in which 

localited states evolve into excitons. 

From Equation 122 it is seen that a,the quantum yield for 

trap-to-trap migration upon promotion, is determined by the ratio 

kT;k8. Using the fitting parameters presented in Tables _i_ and m P 
__ 5 __ , a as a function of temperature was calculated. The results 

for the various crystals are represented as solid lines in 

Figure 24, while the circles and associated error bars are values 

of a determined directly from experimental values. 

Several features of the temperature dependence should be noted. 

In all crystals, a decreases inversely with increasing 

, temperature, in accordance with qualitative considerations of 

exciton-phonon scattering. (26-30) As the temperature is increased, 

both arne and amig are expected to decrease due to rapid scattering 

between the delocalized k states of the band. In the case of arne' 

.· 
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The quantum yield for trap-trap migration as a function 

of deep trap concentration. Solid lines represent values 

calculated from the best fit parameters in Tables 4 and 5 

while circles with associated error bars represent values 
calculated from actual data points. The slopes for the 

0.003% and 0.06% crystals are essentially the same. Note 
the change of scale for the 6.0% crystal. 
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at higher temperatures the localized state I¢> decays into a 

band state composed of a superposition of k states that is 

rapidly fluctuating. This state tends to be localized around 

the impurity site and hence corresponds to a localized rather than 

mobile exciton. Increased exciton-phonon scattering also limits 

the coherent nature of energy migration in the band, ( 61 ) 

resulting in a change from wavepacket propagation (62 ) to random

walk hopping as the dominant mechanism for energy transfer and 

resulting in a reduction in amig" The slopes of a versus 1/T for 

the vari.ous crystals appear to correlate with the density of 

exciton states; the .003% and .06% samples have essentially the 

same density of states (because of the high hd~TCB concentration) 

and exhibit similar slopes, (63 ) while the 6.0% crystal with a 

substantially lower density of states shows a much steeper dependence 

of a on temperature. A possible explanation for this is that the 

larger energy separation between k states when the state density 

is low results in a more r.apid loss of phase coherence in a mobile 

wavepacket for a given exciton-phonon scattering rate. 

Although·the temperature dependence of a is in accord with 

that predicted from these simple considerations, it is disturbing 

that the magnitude of a corresponds to a physically unrealizable 

situation, i.e. it appears that more excitations migrate than are 

promoted. Several different factors can account for this error 

including: 

(i) problems of taking ratios of numbers whose magnitudes are 
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much less than the certainty with which they are known. The 

errors in experimental values of kT are estimated at about 5%, 

while those fork are estimated at 10-15%. After treatment m 

of the data, these errors can be large compared to the values 

obtained for k~ and k~, particularly at the lower temperatures. 

(ii) x, describing the change in the Franck-Condon factors 

upon isotopic substitution,is not exactly unity. The effect of . 

decreasing x is to decrease the weight of the shallow· trap, 

increasing the apparent promotion rate constants to the band 

and reducing the ratio k~/kp. However, this effect alone 

cannot account for the large values of a. Calculatibns with 

x = 0.5 still result in quantum yields greater than unity at 

low temperatures. 

0i~ The values for kT include a contribution from excitations m 
that are promoted to the band via the shallow trap whereas 

k~ measures only promotion events directly to the band. 

The fact that the 6.0% crystal shows the most anomalous ,... 

values for a would indicate that the third source of errbr is the 

most significant. Als~, the decrease in the observed activation 

energy associated with k~ for this concentrated crystal suggests 

that detrapping via the shallow trap is an important route to the 

band. 

Although the fraction of excitations detrapping to the 

shallow trap can be determined from the model presented in 

Equation , it is difficult to determine an appropriate ---120 

Y..· 
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correction function for the values of kT becaus~ there are two m 
processes: promotion to. the band and decay to the ground state 

affecting population entering the shallow trap. Attempts to spinlock 

the shallow trap in order to determine promotion rate cohstants have 

proven unsuccessful. An additional problem is 'that the measured 

level lifetimes (60) for the shallow trap contain a significant 

contribution due to promotion making it difficult to determine the 

rate constants for decay to the ground state. A third aspect is 

that excitations originating in a deep trap that end up in a shallow 

trap at the time of detection appear to have left the ensemble, 

producing a 1 ass of qrder regardless of whether or not the excitation 

ever migrated in the band. To correct for these features would 

require that the decay rate constants from the deep trap, kx and ky, 

be adjusted to reflect the percentage of excitations that are 

thermally promoted to the sha 11 ow trap but do not undergo 

·subsequent promotion to the band. The increase in these rate constants 

would result in reduced va 1 ues for k T as determined by Equation 99, m --
which in turn would decrease values for a. In addition, one would 

have to correct k~ to reflect the additional contribution of promotion 

to the band via the shallow trap. Unfortunately, these corrections 

require knowledge of the promotion rate constant for detrapping from 

the shallow trap, information that can presently be obtained in a 

straightforward manner only by spinlocking. 

Thus the magnitude of a, which would permit the calculation of 

certain features of the migration process such as the coherence 
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In this section, a short description of equipment and procedures 

employed for the experimental work is presented along with 

references to more complete discussions of pulse spectrometers 

and experimental techniques for obtaining coherence information. 

(1) Sample Preparatiori. All samples consisted of single 

crystals that had been cut and cleaved to a size that could be 

inserted inside of a slow-wave helix. ( 64) A typical sample 

size was 2 x 2 x 6 mm. Single crystals were grown from the melt 

under vacuum in a Bridgman furnace and then annealled in a temperature

controlled oil-bath for approximately one week. All samples were 

characterized by their phosphorescence emission spectra. 

Perprotonated 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (h2-TCB) and 

1,2,4,5-tetramethyl benzene(durene) were obtained commercially 

Perdeuterated TCB (d2-TCB) was synthesized by the Fooladi method {65) 

from d6-benzene (99.5% deuterated) and recrystallized from methanol 

and ethanol to remove the other chlorobenzenes. The resulting 

product consisted of .003% h2-TCB, 1% hd-TCB and very small traces 

of 1,3,5-d3-trichlorobenzene. Low resolution mass spectroscopy 

confirmed that d2-TCB and hd-TCB were present in a statistical ratio. 

All compounds were purified by vacuum sublimation and extensive 

zone-refining (~ 300 passes for the host d2-TCB and ~ 1800 passes 

for the doping materials). 

Deep trap concentrations were determined by careful addition 

··-
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of extensively purified h2-TCB and checked by means of low resolution 

mass spectroscopy. 

(2) Apparatus. Both cw and pulsed magnetic resonance spectro

meters designed'for optical detection·have been described in 

detail elsewhere. (66) A block diagram for a pulsed spectrometer 

set up for coherence measurements ( 23) is shown in Figure 12_ . _ 

The microwave pulse sequence is delivered to the sample through a 

four channel phase shifter (Figure 26) that is driven by a 

transistor-transistor logic (TTL) pulse generator. The pulse sequence 

fr6m the generator triggers the four PIN-driver circuits, each 

one· of which operates a PIN diode microwave switch in one of the 

channels of the phase shifts. The PIN-driver circuit is presented on 

the data sheet of a National Semiconductor Corporation DH0035C PIN 

diode switch driver. 

For electron spin ordering, an additional PIN diode was 

introduced into the spinlocking (90°) channel and driven by the 

circuit presented in Figure -~· This circuit is a high current 

voltage follower and is not recommended for this application since 

the PIN diode requires a current ramp for attenuation. Several 

manufacturers now produce diode-driver packages with attenuation 

that is linear in the applied voltage for about the same cost as 

a high-speed PIN diode. A voltage ramp, properly timed and 

biased, was generated by a General Radio 1395-A pulse generator 

equipped with a 1395-P3 pulse shaping unit, and applied to the 

biased input of the voltage follower to produce the microwave ramps. 
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Fig. 26. Network for producing four separate microwave phases. The 
input signal is split by a 180° hybrid tee and then run 
through two 90° tees all manufactured by Anaren Corporation. 

The four tesulting signals are then phase shifted relative 

to one-another by means of variable path length lines, atten

uated to a common amplitude with Narda 792FF attenuators and 

passed through Hewlett-Packard HP 33124A high isolation, high 
speed PIN diodes. The four signals are then recombined 

through three 180° hybrid tees. 

• 

• • 
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Two different TTL pulse sequence generators were designed 

and constructed for these experiments, one for spin echo detection 

and the other for detection by remagnetization. Figure ~shows 

the logic diagram for the 11 echo 11 box, ODAD II. The output pulse 

sequence is initiated by application of a TTL strobe pulse to 

input Z, which triggers the first rr/2 pulse (OUTPUT 1) followed 

immediately by a spin locking pulse {OUTPUT 3). In addition, a 

+15 VlOO ~sec pulse for triggering the General Radio voltage ramp 

is delivered to the 11 +15 out 11 port after a variable delay. This 

part of the sequence produces the nrdered state. The spin echo 

probe sequence is then triggered by a TTL pulse to input ~. This 

may be either another external pulse or delivered internally by 

delaying the Z input pulse the desired amount of time. The first. 

two pulses of the echo sequence are delivered at OUTPUT l , while 

the final probe pulse is delivered at OUTPUT 2. The probe pulse 

is swept linearly in time by means of a 10-turn variable resistor 

and positioned in time near the echo maximum by means of a trimming 

delay. Internal switching permits one to suppress the rr pulse in 

the echo sequenc~ and/or the initial rr/2 pulse in the demagnetization 

sequence. 

The logic diagram of a generator designed for detection by 

adiabatic remagnetization, 11 0DADASL'~ is presented in Figure __31, 

along with the output pulse program. Based on the spinlocking pulse 

sequence [rr/2(0°), SPINLOCK(90°), rr/2(0°)], this generator has several 

operating modes providing considerable flexibility to the experimenter. 
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Not only is it capable of delivering spinlocking and ADRF pulse se

quence~but it is also capable of alternating the two experiments 

and routing the separate signals to different memories in a signal 

averager. Options are also provided for (i) a +15 V spike that is 

generated either every time or only during ADRF experiments; (ii) a 

logic output for controlling external equipment during alternate 

experiments; and (ii~) an option for interrupting the spinlock pulse 

(ADRF hole) during ADRF experiments to minimize microwave leakage 

through the ramp PIN diodes after demagnetization. All pulses, gaps 

and the ADRF hole are continuously variable in length, and provision 

has been made for deleting the detectio~ sequence (i.e. adiabatic 

remagnetization) as well as overlapping the first n/2 pulse with the 
-

spinlock pulse for the purpose of setting phases. 

Microwaves were generated by a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 8690B 

sweep oscillator with plug-insand amplified by a 1 watt Servo · 

Corporation Model 3003 travelling wavetube amplifier. This signal 

was then split, phase-shifted and recombined as shown in Figure~ 

before final amplification by a 20 watt Varian TWT. The signal output 

of the TWT was then delivered to the sample through a slow-wave 

helix terminating a 50~ rigid coaxial line manufactured by the 

Micro Delay Division of Uniform Tubes, Inc. The microwave frequency 

was monitor~d with an HP 5245 L frequency counter equipped with 

extended range plug-ins. 

Samples were placed in a liquid helium cryostat and illuminated 

by a 100 watt high pressure Hg arc lamp (Ortek or PEK) filtered 
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through H2o and a 3100 ~ Schott interference filter. Resulting 

luminescence was detected at 90° to the excitation optical path by 

means of a Jarre ll.,..Ash 3/4 m,eter Czerny-Turner monochromater coup 1 ed 

to a cooled EM! 62~6S photomultiplier. 

(3) Procedure. Samples were cleaved just prior to introduction 

to the warm cryostat and positioned so that both excitation and 

detection optical paths passed through visibly clear faces of the 

crystal. The dewar and sample were than purged with gaseous He 

and cooled to liquid N2 temperature before intr-oduction of liquid He. 

Upon filling~ a phosphorescence spectrum was taken~ not only 

to determine the monitoring wavelength for the experiments (0,0) 

but also to characterize the sample and detect any anomal~us 

emissions. For these experiments, the (0,0) emission from the 
. 0 

deep trap (h2-TCB) at 3751 A was monitor.ed to observe changes 

in phosphorescence intensity induced by pumping the D- lEI transition 

at 3577.8 MHz. 

Pulse lengths used for the microwave sequence were determined by 

the response of the sample to a rotary precession experiment ,( 13.) 

phase-sensitive detected by means of a PAR HR-:8 loc~-inamplifier. 

In this experiment, a single pulse was delivered to the sample 

and the phosphorescence change observed. The shortest pulse 

resulting in a maximum change in intensity corresponds to an 

"inverting" or rr pulse and was typically between 80-150 nsec for 

the transition of interest. 

The relative phases of the four channels in the phase shifter 
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were adjusted by altering the pathlengths with General Radio 

874-LK 102 constant impedence adjustable 1 ines. The 

phases were set either by maximizing the spinlock signal since its 

amplitude is sensitive to the. phase difference between two channels 

or by overlapping the outputs of the various channels if more than 

two channels were required (echo detection). Using the overlap 

method, the phases of the four channels may be set as follows: 

(i) Adjust the pathlength of channel 3 so that the combined 

output of channels 1+3 is zero. This results in a phase 

difference of 180° between these channels. 

(ii) Adjust the pathlength of channel 2 so that the combined 

output of channels 1+2 and 2+3 are equal. This produces a 

channel with a relative phase of gao to either channels 1 or 3. 

(iii) Adjust the pathlength of channel 4 so that the overlap of 

channels 2+4 is also zero. 

As long as the amplitudes of the channels are equal, the relative 

phas.e shift between adjacent channels will be goo. 

For experiments employing echo detection, the signal from 

the photomultiplier was directed to the lock-in amplifier referenced 

to the strobe frequency that triggered the pulse sequence. The 

final probe pulse in the echo was moved in time by a mechanical 

motor connected to a 10-turn variable resistor so that the loc~~in 

output signal versus time traces out the echo directly. Maximum 

experimental repetition rates (strobe frequency) were determined by 

the time.required for the system to relax to steady state after a 

pulse sequence; for TCB it is on the order 5 Hz. At rates above this 
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value, the signal-to-noise ratio was reduced. 

A different method for signal processing was used for detection 

by adiabatic remagnetization. The strobe pulse used to trigger 

the experimental sequence also started the data acquisition sweep on 

a Tracor Northern 575 transient averaging computer, thus storing 

the time-resolved phosphorescence intensity changes during the 

experiment .. A baseline for normalization purposes could be added 

to the sampled waveform by pre-triggering the CAT. 

Temperature dependent data below 4.2°K was obtained by pumping 

on the liquid He bath. Temperatures were determined either by mea

suring the vapor pressure of helium gas in the cryostat with an NRC 

Equipment Model 530 Alphatron gauge, or by monitoring the resistance 

of a calibrated resistor with a Keithley Model 520 Resistance Bridge. 

Temperature regulation was accomplished with a pressure sensor 

capable of varying the pumping speed on the cryostat. 
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Appendix I 

In this appendix, expressions for the transformed density 

matrix elements after a non-equivalent site exchange are presented 

in terms of the r-vector components r(l,T) at the original site 

at the time of the exchange. The result is general and can be 

applied to any transition; however, one must redefine the rotation 

angles (8,~,~) if indices in the basis set are exchanged. The 

elements as presented below are consistent with the formulation in 

Chapter III, i.e. they are written for the IV>~ IX> transition with 

angles defined by Equation 32. Starting from a generalized density 

matrix in the IZ>, IV>, IX> basis in the rotating representation 

2zz* 0 0 aa*+bb* 

pl(T) = 
aa*+bb* 

0 l+r 3 ( 1 , T) r1 (l ,T)-ir2(1 ,T) 
2 

0 r1(l,T)+fr2(l,T) l-r3(1 ,T) 

the transformed density matrix is calculated from Equation 30, 

yielding 
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p2(0) = Rp
1

(T)R- 1 

Pzz Pzy Pzx 

aa*+bb* = Pyz Pyy Pyx 2 

Pxz Pxy Pxx 

where 

_ 2zz*cos28 2 2 
Pzz - aa*+bb* + sin 8{1 + r 3(1 ,T)cos2<j>}- sin 8sin2<j>[r1 (1 ,T)cos(JJT 

I 

i ux.u
0 
T · 

= e wa {zz*cos~sin28 
Pzy l. aa*+bb* - ~sin2ecos~[1 + r 3(1,T)cos2<j>] 

+ r
3

(1 ,T)sin8sin2<j>sin~ + [r1(1 ,T) - ir2(1 ,T)] 

x e-iwT(sin~sin8cos2 <J>+ ~sin2esin2<j>cos~) + [r
1

(1 ,T) + ir2(1 ,T)] 

x eiwT(~sin2esin2$cosw- sinesinWsin2$~ 
II 

iww0T 

wo (zz*si mps in28 1 • • [ 

Pzx = e l a·a*+bb* - '2Sl n2es 1 n~ 1 + r 3(1 ,T)cos2<j>] 

- i w T (1 • 2 · 2 · · 2 ) [ { 1 T ) . ( 1 T) ] x e >4Sln 8s1n <j>s1n~- s1necos~cos <P + r
1 

, + 1r2 , 

iwT(1 • 28 . 2 . . . 2 J) 
x e >4Sln s1n <j>s1n~ + s1n8cos~s1n <PJ 
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2zz*cos 2~sin2 e r3(1,T)sin2~sin2¢cose + sin2~[1-r3 (1 ,T)cos2,h] Pyy = aa*+bb* ~ 

2 2 +cos ecos ~[1 + r3(1 ,T)cos2¢]- [r1(1,T)coswT- r2(1 ,T)sinwT] 

x [sin2~cosecos2¢ + sin2¢(cos 2 ecos2~ - sin2~)] 

= e~w ZZ Sln pSln 8 + ksin2•'•[cos 8 - 1 + 
. . T[ * . 2 . 2 2 , 

Pyx aa*+bb* 2 ~ 

x (1 + cos 2e)] + r
3

(1 ,T)cosesin2¢cos2~ 

+ [r1(1 ,T) - ir2 (1,T)]e-iwT[cose(sin 2¢sin2~ + cos 2¢cos 2~) 

- ~sin2~sin2¢(1 + cos 2e)]- [r1(1,T) + ir2(1 ,T)] 

x eiwT[I<sin2~sin2$(1 + cos2e) + cose(cos2$sin2~ + cos2~sin2~)~ 

2 * . 2 . 2 
p = zz 51 ~+~~!n 8 + r3 (1,T)sin2~sin2¢cose xx aa · 

+ [r1(1,T)coswT- r2 (1,T)sinwT][sin2~cosecos2¢ 



• 

I. 0' 8 0 0 0 4 5 0 u 0 9 
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T is the time of the exchange event and w is the driving field 

frequency applied to the IV>++ IX> transition . 
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Appendix II: Computer Programs 

This appendix presents listings for the various computer 

programs written for this work. All codes except the first program 

and its assocJated subroutines are single precision and compatible 

with CDC systems programming. The first program is designed to 

run on IBM 360/370 systems and is written in double precision. 

Several of the subroutines it calls are not listed here but are 

fully explained and documented in the text, Computer Solution of 

Ordinary Differential Equations--The Initial Value Problem, by 

L. F. Shampine and M. K. Gotdon. 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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IMPLICIT REAL•B (A-H,O-Zl 

THIS PRJGRAM CALCULATES EITHER THE SIGNAL WAVEFORM OR THE DECAY OF 
SPINLOCKING OR fLE.CTP.ON SPIN ORDERING. VERTICAL PROCESSES <Til ARE 
INCORPORATED. ThE P~QGRAM IS BASED ON THE SEPARATE ISOCHROHAT 
HETHOU DISCUSSlU IN THE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION SECTION CF CHAP
TER V. lliE PROGRAM AS SET UP INTEGRATES OVt:R A LINE OF 251 ISO
CHROHATS WHICH ARE OISTR!JUTED ACCORDING TO A LINESHAPE CHOSEN BY 
THE USER. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN DOUBLE PREISION ANC IS COMPAT
IBLE WITH IBM SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGKAM 
IS A MAIN BO~Y CALLING VAk!OUS SU8ROUTI~ES THAT PERFORM SPECIFIC 
CALCU~ATIOHS. SUtiROUliNES DE, STEP, AND INlERP AI'E NOT FRES£NT
HERE t3UT APE COI"PLETELY EXPLAIN£[ AND OGCUMt.NTED IN THE TEXT ••• 
COMPUTER SOLUTION OF GRO! MRY DI FFnENT IAL lU.UATIONS-T11E. INITIAL 
VALUE P~OBLEM ••• BY L.F. SHAMPINE ANJ M.K. GOTDON 
INPUT PARAMETERS--

CARD 1 !I? l 
NODAT--NUMBER OF DATA SETS 

CARD 2 (lti5,D10•01 
10--USER SUPPLIED ID~NTIFICATICN NUMBER 
lMOO--PROGRAH HJU£. IMOD~o OR NEGATIVE GENCRA1~S ADRF SIGNAL 

OR DECAY, IMOD=t GENERATES SFINLOCK SIGNAL OR DECAY. 
MODO--DET~RMINES WbETHER SIGNAL WAVEFOR~ OR UECAY IS CALCULA

TED. MOCO=O GIVES DECAY, MODO NOT =~ GIVES SICNAL 
LSP--LINESHAPE PARAMETER. LSF=1 PROOUCES GAUSSIAN, LSP=2 PRO

DUCES LORENTZIAN, LSP=O ALLCWS ARBITRARY LlNESHAPE TO BE 
ENTERED. 

Tz--LINE~IDT~ FARAMETER IN SECCNDS. 
CARD 3 (6DtO.OI 

KX--DECAY CO~STANT FOR LOWER LEVEL 
CX--FEEDING RAT~ TO LOWER SUBLEVEL 
KY--CECAY r.o ~<STANT FOR UPPER L'::iJEL 
CY--FEEDING RAT~ TO UPPER SUBLEVEL 
KM--MIGRATlON hAT~ CONSTANT 
KSL--RATE CONSTANT FOR VERTICAL PROCESSES. ASSUMHEO TO BE 

SAME FOR UP AND DOWN TRANSITIONS. 
CARD It (6DtO.OI 

Hi--DRIVING FIELU ST~ENGTH IN HZ 
VOF--AMOUNT APPLIED FIELD IS CfF RESONANCE IN ~z. CAN BE + OR -
RELERR--ERROR TOLEH.NCt: FOR CODE OE. SEE TEXT BY SHAMPINE.. 
ABSERR--ANOTHER ERRJR TOLE~ENCE FOR CODE DE. 

CARD 5 (6D10•0> 
TINe--EXPERIMENTAL TIME INCREMENT. SIGNAL IS CALCULATED AT 

THIS INTERVAL. PROGRAM IS ~CMINALLY SET UP FOR TINC =100 NSEC· 
TOTSL--TOTAL SPINLO:K TIME., OR TOTAL SPINLDCK BEFO~E OE~AGNET

IZATION. CURRENTLY LIMITED TO It MILLISEC. (SEE ROUTINE SPNLCKI 
THOLE--TIME IN ORDERED STATE. NOT USEC IN DECAY HOOE. 

CARD 6 ( 60 1 0 • 0 > 
RPC.~Mo,R10•R2c--THt: INITIAL R-VECTOR COMPONENTS. 

OUTPUTS -- TIMES IN S~CO~os, FREQUENCIES IN RADIANS/S~C, RATE 
CONSTANTS IN SEC-1 

FROM SUBROUTINE LI~ESHAP[--

WINC--FREQUENCY SPACING OF THE 251 ISOCHROMATS 
FAST--F~ACTION OF FAST ISOCHRC~ATS 
SLOW--FRACTICN OF SLOW ISOCHRC~ATS 
RTHREE INITIAL--INITIAL ENSEMt3LE RTHREE 

FROM MAIN PROGRAM
TOTT-~P!/2 PULSE LENGTH 
TOTSL ,THOLE--Vf.LUt:S JSEO IN ?"CGRAM. THESE MAY DIFFER BY TINC 

FROM INPUT VALUfS 
DECAY UR SIGNAL VEKSUS TIME 

••~ ANY OTHER CUTPUT CONSISTS GF WARNING MESSAGES ••• 
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c .................... PROG~AM NOTES ................ 
C RTHREE IS THE MAThiX ~Ok ~TORlNG C~LCULATEO SIGNALS. IT IS CUR-
e RENTLY OIMENSIOtJE.lJ H lt51JOI BY THE VARIABLE NLG. THIS IS THt. 
C MINIMUM SIZE FOR T~E PROGRAM TO WCkK CORRECTLY IN ANY MOCE. .SIG-

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

NAL CALCULATIONS HEQUIRE MUCH LAFG~R STORAGE SINCf THE RUNNING 
INDEX CJRRESPONDS TO lNlEkVALS ~~TIME OETERMINiD BY TI~C. . 
THE MATRIX ALS CO~TAINS THC LINc~rAPE INFCRMATION, WHICH IS CHANGED 
BY SUBSTITUTION IN VA~IJUS SUB~OUTINE.S. INTERMt.UIATE RESULTS MUST 
BE T~ANSFtRED OUT OF THIS MATRIX BEFORE CALLING A SUBROUTINE THAT 
ALTERS ALS. 
THE SIGNAL GENERATING SECTIONS OF THIS PRCGRAM ARE UNTRIEC-GOOO LUCK. 

REAL 4 4 t<.T9 
REAL 4 8 KX,KY,KO,KA,KM,KSL 
EXTERNAL F 
C 0 M M ON A L S ( 2 5!. , ~I , T INC , PI , K 0, KA, C X , C Y , I T E L, M 000 
COMMON/SET2/TOTT 
COMMON/SET3/KX,KY,KSL,KM 
DIMENSION AORF1(1QGl,AJ~F2llOOl,ADRF3(1DOltSPLCK1(8QI,SFLCK2(8Q) 
DIMENSION SPLCK3(8Ql,Y(5Q2l 

c ............................................... ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • • 
C OIMENSIJN INFORMATION FCR RTHREE-BOTH STATEMENTS MUST eE CHANGED 

DIMENSION RTHR£E(1~00I 
NLG:1500 

"': . .. 
~ ...................................................................... . 
c 
c 

NEQN:502 
RFAST=O.OO 
RSLOW=O·DO 
PI=~.uo•OATANiioOQl 

C READ INPUT ?A~AMETEkS 
REA0(5,5lNOClAT 
DO 1111 IK:l,NOOAT 
REA0(5,5liO,IMOD,MOOO,LSP,T2 

5 FORMATl4!5,01Q•O> 
REAOt5,55l~X,CX,KY,CY,KM,KSL 

55 FORMAT(o01G•Ol 
READ(5,551Wt,VOF,FELE~R,A3SERR 
REA0(5,551TINC,T01SL,THOLE 
REA0(5,S5lRPG,RNO,RiO,R2Q 
Wt:w1•z.oo•PI 
W 1? W 1 • 2. 0 Do "PI 

1331 CONTINUE. 
KQ:(KX-KYII2oDO 
KA=lKX+KYl/2oDO 
WRITE<o,lgcn 

199 FORMAT<lX,tiD LSP T2 W1 
1 K~ KSL t) 

WRITE(o,gliD,LSF,T2,W1,TINC,VOF,KM,KSL 
9 FORNAT<1X,Iz,zX,I3,6tzX,DlC•3l) 

WRITE<ot1'31 
19 fORMATltX.~ KX CX KY 

1 RMO R10 R20 51 
WRITEl&,gg)KX,CX,KY,CY;RPo,RMQ,R10tR20 

99 fORMAT(!X,8(010•3t2Xl) 

n,..c VOF 

CY RPO 
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' .. 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

0 0 t.J 

AF=o.oo 
AS=o.oo 
ATOT:O.OO 
RTHKD=G·DO 

0 t1 5 0 ~;;» 7 0 
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CALCULATE INITIAL LINESHAPE MATRIX ALS 

0 

CALL LNSPCLSP,Tz,VOF,f\i>O ,RMO,Rt\l ,RzO,AF,AS,ATOT,RTHROI 
ENTER STEADY STATE SIGNAL INTO RTH~~E 

DO 3 H=1t1000 
ITEL=M 
RTHREECITELI:RTHRO 

3 COtH INUE 
INITIAL PI/2 PULSE 

CALL HALFPI!Wi•O•DG,RTHREE,~LGI 
WRITE!&,7771 

777 FORHATitH\l,~ PI OVER TWO PULSE? S(CONDS~I 
WRITEC&, fl77l TOTT 

877 FORMATCtH~,zox,Ot0.3l 
IFIIMOOl l•lt2 

AORF-SPINLOCK AND DEMAGNETIZE 
1 CALL SPNLCKIW1,9Q.UQ,TOTSL,RTHREE,NLGl 

CALL MAGIW1,9Q.OQ,RPQ,RI10t1tRTHREE,NLGl 
!FLAG= 1 

INITIALIZE I50CHROMAT POPULATIONS FCR INJEGRAtlON 
DO 37 L=1•251 
Ylll=ALSILt2l•ALSIL,3l 
Y(L+Z51l=ALSIL,z>•~LSIL,4l 
IFCALS(L,llli+,J7,6 

4 RSLOW=RSLOW+Y(Ll-Y(L+251l 
GO TO 37 

5 RFAST~RFAST+YILI-YIL+251l 

37 CONT !NUt: 
INITIAL O'UE~ED STATE SIGNAL 

ADRFtltl=RFAST-RSLOW 
ADRF2Cl):O.GOO 
ADRF311l=OLOGCOABSIAD~F111lll 

RFAST=O·DO 
RSLOW:O.DO 
T=o.oo 
IFCHODOl40t23t40 

ADRF DECAY-DECAY CALCULATED EVERY MILLISEC OUT TO LAST NUMeER IN 
STATEMENT 23 

23 DO 7 N=t ,gg 
TOUT=DFLOATCN)•.Oo1DO 

22 CALL u~CF,NcQN,Y,T,TOUT,PELERR,AB~ERRoiFLAGl 
IFCIFLAG.EQ.6lGO TO 66 
IFCIFLAG.EQ.ziGO TO 15 
WRITE1&,47l IFLAG,T,KELERR,ABSERR 

47 FORHATI//,JX,~IFLAG IS ~.12,~E~~CR TOLAT T~t3D13ocl 
IF<ToLT.TOUTl GO TO 22 

15 00 36 L=1•251 
IFCALSILt1ll3'+,36,35 

34 RSLOW=RSLCW+Y(Ll-Y!L+251l 
GO TO 3n 

35 RFAST=RFASTtY(Ll-YIL+251l 
36 CONT Ii'~UE 

ADRFtiN~tl=RFAST-RSLOW 
AORF2(N+1)=TOUT 
ADRF3!N+l)=DLOGIDABSit.~RF11N+tll) 

RFAST=O·DO 
RSLO W=O. DO 

7 CONTINUE 
WRITEC&, 291 
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29 FORMAT(tHQ,~TOTT? TOTSL? THOLE? 51 
WRIT~Ioo39lTuTT,TuTSL 

39 FORHATI1H~,~x,010•J•12X,010•3t12X,010•3) 
WRITE ( E:, 19991 

t9Y9 FO~HAT!tHGoJX,~Au~F SIGNAL DECAY!) 
WRITE 16, ZYY1 I 

2999 FORMAT!3Xt!TIHE~t7X,!SI;NAL INTENSITY!t3Xt!LN SIGNAL INTENSITY!) 
WRITE ( 6, ggg I (A 0 RF 2 ( K l , II J RF 1 ( K l, A ORF 3 ( K) ,K =1, 100) 

999 F O~H AT ( 3 ( tX, 012,5, 4X) l 
C PLOTTING S~3~0UTINE GOES HERE 

GO TO 1111 
C CALCULATE AJRF SIGN~L ANJ STORE IN ~THREE 

~0 TOUT=T+tOOO·DO•TI~C 
41 CA(L OEIF,NEQN,Y,T,TOUT,RELE~R,AE5ERR,IFLAGI 

IFIIFLA:;.EQ.61 GO TO co 
IFCIFLAG,£Q,zl GO TO lo 
WRITE ( 6, 1+ 71 !FLAG, T, RE Li:.I<.R ,ABSERR 
IFCT.LT,TOUTI GO TO 41 

16 CONT =o .o 0 
00 33 L= lt251 
CONT:CONT+Y(L)-Y(L+2511 

33 CONT ItiUE 
ORTHR:!~THP~EIITELl-COMT)/1000·00 
00 42 H=ltlOOO 
RTHREEIITEL+11=RTHREEIIT£L)-ORTHR 
ITEL=ITEL+i 

42 CONTPIU" 
IF!T,LT.THOLEl GO TO 40 

C REMAGNETilE,SPINLCCK,PROQ~ PULSE 
CALL MAGIWt,·90oOOO,RPG,RHQ,Q,PTHREE,NLGI 
CALL SPNLCKIW1tYGoG00ti•OC-03tRT~REE,NLGI 

CALL HALFPI!WitO.ODO,kTHP~E,NLGl 

C FINAL O~CAY TO STEAuY STATl AFTER PROBE PULSE 
DO 8 H=t o20000 
CONT=O.DG 
DO 10 N=lt231 
CALL ~VFCCQ,OOoTINC,o.OOtNl 
CONT:CO~T+(ALS(N,Jl-ALSCN,4)l•ALS(N,zl 

10 CONT!NU.C 
ITEL=ITEL+1 
RTHRE~CITELl=CONT 

6 CONTINUe 
WRITE<&, 291 
WRITE!&,3glTOTT,TOTSL,THOLE 
WRITE!6,491 

49 FORHAT!iHQ,!RTHREf Vf~SUS TIME !I 
WRITE!o, 5Sl CRTHRE£!1() ,1(=1,80000• 1(01 

59 FCRMAT!tX,lOID10•3o2Xll 
C PLOTTING Sl.iEROUTINE GOES HERE 

GO TO 1111 
6& WRITE1&,38l 
38 FORMAT(I/,lX,~SOMUHING WRONG WITH INPUT PARAMETERS TO ROUTINE DE

C PLEAS~ CC~RECTtl 
STOP 

C SPINLOCI( SECTION 
2 IF!MOD0l31•32t31 

C SPINLOCKING OECAY-CALCUL4TEO EVERY ,5 MSEC OUT TO 40 HSEC 
32 RH1=Q.OU 

RHz=o.oo 
00t17=1t80 
TOTSL1~DFLOAT!M-1>•.oo~~OO 
CALL SPNLCK(W1t9o.uo,TOTSL1,RTHREE,NLGI 
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C CALCULATE ENS~MBLE RTHREE BEFORE/AFTE~ PROBE PULSE 
00 12 I= io25t 
RHt=RHt+ <AL S (I, 3 l -ALS (! ,4 l I•ALS (I t21 

12 CONTINUE 
CALL HALFP!(W1tO•UOt~TH~E£,NLGl 
0013 J=tt251 ' 
RH2= RHZ+ (ALS (J, 31 -ALS (J, 41 I •ALS ( J,zl 

13 CONTINUC: 
SPLCKt(~l=~H2-RH1 

SPLCK2(HI,;TOTSL1 
S PL C K3 P1 l =D LOG ( OA 9S IS PL: K 1 (HI I I 

11 CONTINUE 
WRITEI6,12'll 

12'3 FOR~ATitHQ,3X,~SPINLOCK JuMP VERSUS TIME~) 
WRITEI&,z9'l91 
WRITEI6o1191 ISPLCK21HI,SPLCK1<Ml ,SPLCK3(MI,M=to60I 

119 FORMATI3<1XtD12•5o4Xll ' . 
C PLOTTING SUEROUT!NE GOES HERE 

GO TO 1111 
C CALCULATE SPINLOCK.SlGNAL AND STORE IN RTHREE 

31 CALL SPNLCK(k1oYO.UQ,TOTSL,RTHR£E,NLGI 
CALL HALF~IIW1,0.00,~TH~EE,NLGI 
00 16 K:o1•10000 
CONT=o.DO 
00 17 L:o1t251 
CALL P.VEC<o.oo,TINC,Q.JOoLI 
CONT=COflT+IALS(L,31-ALS(L,411•ALS(L,21 

17 CONTINU• . 
ITEL=ITE.L+1 
RTHREE<ITELI=CO~T 

16 CONT II~UE 
WRITE<&, 6'31 

6'3 FO~HAT(lHOt~TOTT? TCTSL? ~~ 
WI'ITE (6, 7'31 TOTT ,TOTSL 

79 FOR1Afi5X,010o3o12XtD10•21 
WRITE ( 6, 591 ( RTHREE ( Kl tK=1 o600 00•1 (01 

C PLOTTING SUEPOUTINE GOES HERE 

c 

1111 CONT INUt: 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE F<T,Y,YP) 

C THIS SUBROUTINE CCNTAINS THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS THAT ARE 
C TO BE INTEGRATED BY SU3ROUTINE DE~ IT IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE 
C STEP, WHICH IN TURN IS :ALLED BY CE. DETAILS OF GE AND STEP 
C CAN BE FOUND IN THE T~XT LISTED I~ THE COMMENT CARDS OF THE 
C MAIN PROGRAM. 
c 

IMPL !CIT ~<EAL •s (A -Zl 
INTEGER J,K,ITEL,MOQO 
COMMON ALSI251tEI ,TINC,PioKD,KA,CX,CY,ITELoHGDO 
COMMON/SET3/KX,Kr,KSL,KM 
DIMENSION Y(5021tY~!5C2l 
YTP:Q.DO 
YTM=o.oo 
00 1 J=1t251 



c 

YTP:YTP+Y(J) 
YTH= YTM+ Y CJ+Z51 I 

1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 K=1•231 
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YPtKl=-Y CKI •CKM+KSL+K'fl tY (i<+251l 4 KSL+ALSCKo2l•tKM•YTP+CYl 
YP C K + 2 51 l =- YP ( K + 2 51 ) • C KH +KSL + K XI +'r CK l •KSL +AL S CK, 2 l • tKM• YT H+C X I 

2 CONTINUt: 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HALFPICWioPHASE,RTHREE,NLGl 

C THIS SU8ROUTINE PERFORMS A PI/2 F~LSE 0~ THE LINE STORED IN THE 
C MATRIX ALS. THE PULSE LENGTH IS PI/tz•W1l AND IS APPLI(D AT PHASE 
C IN ARGU~ENT LIST. THE. CODE CALLS SUBROUTINE RVEC. 
c 

... . 

IMPLICIT REAL•a CA-H,O-Zl 
REAL•8 KO,KA 
COMMON ALSC251otl oTINC,PI,KO,KA,CX,CYtiTEL,MOOO 
COMMON/SETZITOTT 
OIMENSIJN RTH~EECNLGl 
PH=PHASE. 
W:W1 
TOTT =PI/ <z.oo•w1) 

~ IF THE EXPERIMENTAL INCkEHENT TIME IS LONGER THAN PI/2 PULSE, 
C ONLY GJ THROUGH LOOP ON:£ 
c 

c 

IFCTINC-TOTTl6,4o4 
4 ITEL=IE L+1 
5 CONT=\l.DO 

DO 1 I=1o25t 
CALL RVEC<W,TOTT,PH,II 
CONT=COIJT+CALS CI,JI -ALSCI,4l l•ALS CI,zl 

1 CONT ItiUE 
RHT~EECITtLI:CONT 

GO TO 17 

C TINC LESS THAN TOll--CALCULATE I~lERHEOIATE SIGNAL 
c 

6 DO 7 J=1o20 
CONT=O·JO 
T=OFLOAT(J)•TINC 
00 3 K=1o251 
CALL RVcC(W,T,PH,Kl 
CONT=CONT+CALSCK,Jl-ALStK,4)l•ALSCKt2l 

3 CONTINUE 
IFtT-TOTTlz,<;,S 

2 I TEL =ITE L•1 
RTHREECITELl=CDNT 

7 CONT ItWE 
17 RETURN 

END 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

0 0 7 0 2 
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SUBROUTINE LNSPCLSP,Tz,VOF,RPO,R~O.~lO,RzO,AF,AS,ATOT,RTHROI 

THIS SUBROUTII'iE GU!ERATE.S A LINES~APE MATI'IX OF 251 ISOCHI<OMATS. 
FOR EACH ISOCiiROHt.T, TH~ STOI\AGE ORDER IN THE (251,61 MATRIX IS 
OELTAOHEGA,WEIGHT GF ISOChROHAT, RY,RX,R1oAND R2• IF LSP=l• THE 
LINE IS GAUiSIAN •• IF LSP=z, THE LINE IS LORENTZIA~ •• IF LSP:Q, 
AN ARBITR~RY LINESHAPl MAY BE ENTERED. THIS LAST OPTION ~EQUIRES 
ADDING AN INPUT SECTION TU THf EN[ OF THIS CODE TO ENTER THE ELE
MENTS OF ALS. 

IMPLICIT REAL•oCA-H,O-ZI 
RfAL•o KD,KA . 
COMMON ALSC251oEI ,TINC,PI,KD,KA,CX,CY,ITEL,MODO 
TzW=TziCz.oo•Pil 
THE CARD THAT FCLLOWS DETERMINES HOW FAR THE ISOCHI'OMATS ARE 
APART. 
WINC=3•DOIITZW•too.DOJ 
WOF=z.oo•PPVOF 
RTHRO:::iJ.OO 
ATOT:o.JO 
AMIN=o .;J 0 
APLUS=O. DO 
IFCLSP-111o2t2 

2 DO 4 J=1•251 
OEUI= (OF LCAT ( J I -1Zb .0 o•H IflC 
IFCLS"-1)1•3•10 

3 ALSCJ,zi=CTzW/OSQkTCz.oo•PIII•DEXF(-.5DI•(T2W•DfLWI••zl 
GO TO 11 . 

10 A l S C J, 2 I = CT 2 WI PI I I ( 1 • C. 0 + C T 211• DEL WI .. 2) 

CALCULATE FRACTION OF FAST AND SLCW SPINS 

11 ALSCJo11=DELW-WOF 
ATOT:ATOT+ALSCJ ,zl 
IFCALSCJ,tll12•1 .. •13 

12 AMIN=~MI!'i+ALSCJ,zl 

GO TO 14 
13 APLUS=APLUS+ALSCJ,zl 
14 ALSCJt3l =RPO 

ALSCJ,4J=t<Mil 
ALS(J,SI=R10 
ALSCJ,61=RZO 

4 CONTINUE 
DO 5 l=1•251 

C NORMALIZE WEIGHTING FACTORS 
c 

ALSCL,zi=ALSCL,ZIIATLT 
RTHRO=RTHRO+CALSCLo31-ALSCLo41l•ALSCL,zl 

5 C.ONT INUE 
AF=APLUS/ATOT 
AS:::AMINIATOT 
WRIT£16, t91 
WRITEt6,91WINC,AF,AS,RT~RO 
RETURN 

1 WRIT E ( 6 o1 99 I 
199 FORMAT(tX,~ARBITRARY LINESHAPE NCT 

19 FORMATltXo~ WING ~,4Xo5 FAST 
1IAL FI<CM LINESHAPE ~~ 

9 FORHAT(1Xo4lU10•3•3X)I 

OPERATIVE. SET LSP: 1 OR 2 ~) 
5t6Xt5 SLOW !,zX,5RTHREE. !NIT 
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END 

SUBROUTINE SPNLCK!Wt,PHASE,TOTSL,~THREEJNLG) 
c 
C THIS SU9R6UTINE APPLIES Wt TO THE LINESHAPE IN MAT~IX ALS AT 
C THE PHASE IN ARGUME~T LIST. TH£ CODE CALLS ROUTINE RVEC. AT 
C PRESENT, THE LONGEST SPINLOCK TIME, TOTSL, IS ~ MILLISEC. IF 
C LONGER TIMES ARE REQtiiREO, CHANGE DO-LOOP PARAMETERS IN STATE-
C MENT o. 
c 

c 

IMPLICIT REAL•8!A-H,O-Zl 
REAL•B KD,KA 
COMMON ALS!251oE:l ,TINC,PI,KO,KA,CX,CY,ITELtMOOO 
DIM~NSIJN RTHREf!NLGl 
W=W1 
PH:PHAS:: 
IF !110001 8o10i 8 

C CALCULATE R-VECTOK AFTER ~PINLOCKIN; 
c 

10 T=TOTSL 
DO 1 !=1•251 
CALL RVEC!W,T,PH,Il 

1 CONTINUE 
GO TO 17 

C CALCULATE SIGNAL DURING SPINLOCKI~G AND STORE IN ~THREE 

c 
8 IF!T!NC-TOTSLl6,~,4 
4 ITEL=ITEL+l 

T:TINC 
7 CONT=u•)O 

DO 2 J=lt251 
CALL RVEC!W,T,PH,Jl 
CONT::CONT+(ALS(J,Jl-ALS!J,4))•ALSIJ,zl 

2 CONTINUE 
RTHREc!ITELl=CONT 
TOTSL::T 
GO TO 17 

6 00 11 K=1t100COO 
CONT=Q.)O 
T=DFLOAT!Kl•TINC 
00 3 L=1•251 
CALL RVEC!W,T,PH,Ll 
CONT=CONT+!ALS!L,Jl-ALS!L,4l)•ALSCLt2l 

3 CONTINUE 
IF!T-TOTSU5,7,7 

5 ITH=ITE.L+i 
RTHREE!ITELI::CONT 

11 CCJNl INUE 
17 RETURI~ 

END 



~·'-' c . 
J 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

0 0 0 7 0 3 
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SUBROUTINE RVEC(W1,T,PHAS[,II 

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE R·VECTOR COMPONENTS RP,RM,R1tR2 
FOR A PAIHICULAF< ISOCHRuMt.T (!JELTAO"!EGA, WE:IGHH AFTER AN INTER
VAL T. THE PHASE MUST aE EQUAL TC EitHER 0·00 OR 9Q.OO • THE 
INITIAL COMPONENTS AP.E. ENTERED T~~OUGH THE COMMON STATE~ENT CON
TAINING TH~ LINESHAPE MATRIX ALS 1 T~E RESULTING CCMPONE.hTS 
TAINING THE LINESHAPf M~T~IX ALS. THE RESULTING COMPONE~TS ARE 
THEN STORED tN THIS MATRIX FO~ OTHER ROUTINES TO USE. THESE EQU• 
ATIONS ACCOUNT FO~ FE.lOING AND DECAY, BUT DO NOT ACCOUNT FOR RELAX-
ATION P'OCESSES. ' . 

IMPLICIT ~EAL•8 IA'-H,O-ZI 
REAL"8 KO,KA 
COMMON ALS<251ttl ,TINC,PI,KO,KA,CX,CY,ITEL,MGOO 
COHPLEX"1t WBAR,OE.C,CSWioCDELW 

C DEFINE Q~ANTITIES TO SIMPLFY EQUATIONS 
c 

SW1='~1""2 
DEC=OCMPLX{Q.ODO,KDI 
CSW~;OCMPLXISWl,C.OOOI 
C DH W: OC HPL X I A LSI I • 1) , 0 • 0 DO I 
WBAR=COSQRTICSWt+ICOlLW+OECI""21 
ALPH.=I)R.::ALIWI:!ARI 
8 ETA= D 1'1 A.G I W !3 A R I 
AGAM=ALPH""2+BETA""2 
IFIAGA'1l12o6t11 

11 CM:AGAH-KG""2·ALSII,11""2 
CP=AGAH+KC""Z+ALSII,11""2 
DM=KO"ALPH·t.LSII,li"BET~ 
OP:ALS(i,l)•ALPH+KD"BETA 

· CPPW=CP+SW1 
CMPW:CM+SWl 
CPMW:CP• SW1 
CMMW=CM-SWl 
PRE.= IDE X P 1-KA"T I I I (Z.OO"AGA"'I 

c 
C GET RIO OF PATHCLCGICAL CASES 
c 

IF<KAI7,8,7 
6 IF<ALPH17,10t71 

10 PRE1=Do00 
GO TO 13 

7 PREl=l•DQ/(KA••z+ALPH••zl 
13 IFIKA-BETA115,16o15 
16 PREZ=O•JO 

GO TO 9 
15 PRE2=1•DO/IKA••z-BETA""21 

9 S=OSIN<ALPH"Tl 
C=OCOSIAL~H"Tl 
CH=o500"10£XPIBETA"TI+D~XP(-BETA•TII 
SH:.5JO"IDEXP(OETA•TI-JEXPI·BETA•TII 
f1=PRE1"1KA+OEXP(·KA•T)"(~LPH•S-KA•II 
F2=PRE1"1ALPH-OEXFI-KA•T)•(KA•S+ALP~"Cll 
F3?PRE2"1KA-OEXPI-KA"Tl•IBETA"SH+KA"CHII · 
F4=~RE2"(8£TA-DEXFI-KA•TI•(KA•SH+BETA"CHII 
RP:ALSII,Jl 
RM:ALS II 1 41 
R1=ALS <I ,51 



c 

RZ=ALS li ,6l 
IF!PHAS~-9Q.00l1•2•100 

1 RT1=R1 
RT 2= R2 
GO T 0 3 

2 "Tt=Rz 
RT 2= -R1 
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C CALC~LAT[ ~P AND ~M 

c 

c 

3 ALS!I,3l:PRE"!(CH•RP-SWt"RM-Wt•(~Q•RTt-ALS!I,1l•RT2))•C+(z.Do•DM•R 
1P +Wt•<ALPH•RT1+8ETA•~Tzll•S•!CP•FP+SWt•RH+Wt•!KD"RTt-ALSII,1l"RT2 
2 l ) •c H +! 2. OQ •DP • R? +W 1" ( 9E T A "RT 1-A L PH •RT 2)) •SH l + !C Y I ( 2 .u 0 "A GAM) 1• ( CM 
J•Ft+z.Du•DH•Fz+CP••J+z.Jo•uP•F4l+!CX/(2oOO•AGAHll•!-SH1"Ft+SW1"f3) 

ALS!I,4l=PRE•!CCM•RM-SWl•RP-Wl•(kC•RT1+ALS(l,1l•RT2ll"C-(Z.OO•OH•R 
tH+W1•CALPH"RTt-8ETA•RT21l•S+!C?"~~+SWt•RP+Wt"!KU•RTi+ALS!I,tl•RT21 
zl•CH-Cz.oo•oP•RM+W!"IBETA•RTt+ALFH•RT2ll•SHl+(CX/(2•DG•AGAMli•CCM• 
3f1-2o00"uH•F2+CP•F3-2·DO•DP•F41+(CY/!2oOO•AGAMl)•(-SW1•F1+SWi•FJ) 

IF!PHASL-9C.QC)4,5,100 

C CALCULA7E R1 AND Rz FOR PrlASE = 0 
c 

4 ALSCI,5l:PRE•!CCPPW•~1•2•DO"!RP+RMl•KD•W1l•C-z.oo•cRz"OP~!RP-RMl•w 
11"ALPHl"S+!CMMW•Rl-2•DO"!~P+RHl"~l"KOl•CH+z.oo•cRz•OM+CRM-RPl•wl•B 

ZETAl"SHl+!Wi/AGAMl•!Ku•Ft"CCX+CYl+ALPH•Fz•ccx-CYl-KU•FJ•CCX+CYl+BE 
3TA•F4•!CX-C'fll 
ALS!I,6l:PRE"!CCPMW"R2+2•J~•W1"ALS!I,11•(RP-RMil•C+z.OO"COP•R1+W1• 

iBETA•CR~+RHII•S+!CMPW•Rz+z.oo•Wl"ALS!I,1l"!RM-RPI I"CH-z.oo•!QM•~1+ 
2Wt•ALPH• !RP+RHI I"SHI+Cw11MGAH)•(ALS!I,11•F1•!CY-CXI+BETA•Fz•ICX+CY 
J) +ALSCI,ll"f3"CCX-CYl-ALPH•F4"!CX+CYl l 

GO TO 6 
c 
C CALCULATE R1 AND R2 FOR PHASE : SC 
c 

. 
" 

5 ALS!I,5J;PRE"!CCPMW•k1t2oDO•(RH-Rf)•ALSCI,ll"Wll•c-z.DO"!DP"R2+1RP 
1+RMl•wl•B~TAl•S~!R1 4 CMPW-z.DO•!kH-R~l•W1•ALS!I,lll•CH+2o0J 4 (R2"0H+ 
2W1"ALPH•{RP+~M))•SHl+(Wt/AG~HI•CALSII.ll•Fl"CCX-CYI+BETA•Fz•!CX+CY 

J)+ALSCI,ti"F3 4 (CY-CXl+ALPrl•F4•CCX+CYll 
ALS!I,6l=PR[•( !CPPW•Fz+z~uo•!RP+~~I•wl•KDI•C+z.uO"IRl"DP+CRH-RPI•A 

1LPH•Wti•S+!CMMW•Rz-z.oo•IRP+RHI"Hl"KOl•CH+z.oo•t-Rl•OH+(RM-RPl"H1• 
2dETAl"SH)+(W1/AGA~)•{KQ•Fl"ICX+CYl+~LPH"F2"!CX-CYl-KQ•FJ"CCX+CYl+B 
3ETA•F4 4 ICX-CY l l 

6 RETURN 
100 WRIT£16,191 

19 FO~~AT!~PHAS£ MUST = U• OR 9Q.--- REDEFINE PULSES~) 
12 WRITE !6, '391 
99 FOR~AT!lQX,~AGAM IS NEGATIVE. T~CUBLE IN RVEC ~~ 

END 

SUBROuTINE HAG!Wi,PtiASE,RPQ,EMQ.Lt-'OD,RTHREE,NLGI 

C THIS SUBROUTINE PPDOUCES AN AOIAeATIC DEMAGNETIZATION OR REMAG-
C NETIZATION. ANY RESULT~NG IN-PL4NE COMPONENTS ARE SET TC ZERO. 
C THE. RAMP TI~E IS SET AT ZUO"TINC. THE. MODE IS DETERMINED BY THE 
C CALLING PARAHE.TER LMOJ--LMOO=~ GIVES REHAfNETIZATION TO A FINAL 
C FIE.LO VALUE H1, LMOa NOT =0 OEMAGt•UIZES FROM AN lNITIAL VALUE W1• 
c 



.~-

. .:; 

c 
c 
c 

c 

0 U
....,, 

d 0 

IMPLICIT REAL•8 <A-H,O-Zl 
REAL•a KD,KA 

0 4 
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COMMUN ALS(251obl,1INC,PI,KD,KAoCX,CYolTEL,MODO 
DIMENSION RTHREE(NLG) 
PH: PHASE 
CONT 1=0 • DO 
CONT=Q.OO 
ALO:O,DO 
IF tHODOl 1•2• 1 

CALCULATE SIGNAL AND STORE IN RTHREE 

1 00 3 K=1o251 
IFIALS(K,tll4,5,4 

4 IFIU100l 6,?,6 

C DEMAGNETIZATION 
c 

c 

6 CONT=CONT-ALStK,Sl•ALSIKo2l 
ST:Q,DO 
GO TO 3 

C REMAGNETIZATION 
c 

c 

7 CONT=CONT+IALS(K,31-ALStK,4))•ALS!K,z) 
ST=t.DO 
GO TO 3 

5 ALO= tALS IK.Jl-ALS(K o4ll•ALS(K,2l 
3 CONTINUE 

DO 8 J=1•200 
ITE.L=!TELtl 
W:OABSIW1•<DFLOATILDMOOl-OFLOATIJI/ZOO•DOl 
RTHREEtiTELI=CONT•!ALS(J, 1 l/DSQ~T!W••z•ALS!Jot!••z>>+ST•ALO 

8 CONTINUE 

C DECAY ONLY-CALC~LATE FINAL R-VECTC~ COMPONENTS 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

2 IFILMODI9,10o9 

OEMAGNET IZATION 

9 00 11 K=1o251 
IFtALSIKo1ll12o14o13 

12 ALSIK,41=1-ALStK,SI/IR 3 0-RMOll•RPO 
ALS<Ko31=1-ALSIK 9 5l/IRP&-RHOII•RMQ 
ALS (K,S l "'0• DO 
ALSIK,61=G.OO 
GO T 0 15 

13 ALS!K,]l=I-~LS(K,Sl/!RPQ-RMQ)l•R?O 
ALS<K,41=1-ALSIKo5l/lk?Q-~HOll•RMt 
ALS0~, 51 =O·DO 
ALStK,6l=o.DO 
GO TO 15 

14 ALS!Ko31:::.500 
ALS!K,41=.5DO 
ALS!K,SI:O,OO 
ALS(K,6l:Q,OO 

15 CONT1=CO~Ti+IALS!K,Jl-A~StK,4ll•ALS!K,zl 
11 CONTINUE 

RTH~EE!ITELI=CONT1 
GO T 0 17 
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C REMAGNETIZATION 
c 

10 00 1& K= 1o251 
IFCALS(K,lll18o20t1~ 

18 ALSCK,Sl=ALSCK,3l-ALS(K,~I 
ALS(K,3l=O.Oo 
ALS ( K,~l :Q.OO 
GO T 0 21 

19 ALS(K,5l:ALSCK,~l-4LS(K,3l 
ALSIKo3l=O·DO 
ALS(K,~l=a.oa 
GO T 0 21 

20 HAV: .'500 •w1 
T=zoa.oo •TINC 
CALL RV£C(WAV,T,90.DO,KI 

21 CONT1=CJNT!+IALS(K,3l-A~SCK,41l•ALS{K,zl 
1& CONTINUE 
17 RETURN 

END 

• 



·c 
c 

::...-' c 
' ., 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

v 

0 0 0 6 7 5 
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PROGRAM ALPHMtlhFUT,OUTPUT,TAPEz=IN?UT,TAPE3:0UTPUTl 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULAT~S THE THE QUANTUM YIELD FOR MIGRATION 
BETWEEN TRAP ~ITE~ ALPHA, AS A FUNCTION OF TEMEPE~ATURE . 

INPUT PARAMETlRS ~RE---
AX--THE PREEXPONENTIAL FACTOR FCF THE EXFONENTIAL DES

CRIBING THE ADRF DECAY 
AY--THE THE APPA~ENT ACTIVATION ENERGY IN CM-1 FO~ THE AORF 

DECAY 
SX-- THE PREfXPONENTIAL FOR THE SFINLOCK GECAY 
SY-- THE ACTlVATICN ENERGY FOR SFINLOCKING IN CM-1 
N•- THE NUMBfR OF DATA SETS 
THE OUTPUT GIVES THE ~ECIPROCAL TEM 0 ERATUPE, TH~ CALCULATED 
VALUES IFPOM THE 9EST FIT EXPQNTlAL PARAM~TERSl FOR KM AND 
KP, AND THE CUANTUM YIELD AT THAT TEMPE~ATURE, ALFHA. 
DIMENSION AJ ( 100 l ,ALPhA ( lGO l, ZAOR F ( 100 l ,ZSL I 100 l 
READ<z,5lN . 
00 1 I =t , N 
READ(?,~SlAX,AY,SX,SY 
WRITEIJ,<H 
WRITEI3o99l AX,AY,SX,SY 
WRITE ( 3• '3'391 
DO 3 J=33,80 
AJ(Jl=FLOAT!Jl•.o1 
ZAORF!Jl:AX•EXP(-AY 4 AJ(Jl/.695l 
ZSL!Jl=SX 4 ~XPI~SY 4 AJ!Jl1.695l 
ALPHA(Jl=ZAORF(Jl/ZSLIJ) 
WRITEIJ,gggg),J(Jl,ZAURF!Jl,ZSL!Jl,ALPHA!Jl 

3 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
5 FORMATII5l 

55 FORMAT14E10•0l 
9 FORMATI1X,•AORF I~TERCEPT AORF SLOPE SL INTERCEPT SL 

1 SLOPE 4 l 
~9 FORMATI1XoE13•6,JX,E13•6o4XoE13•Eo4X,E13•6l 

9~9 FORMATI1X,•t!T KM K~ ALPHA•) 
99~9 FORMATI1XoF3•2o3XoE13•6oJX,E1Jo6o!XoE13•61 

STOP 
END 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

6 
8 

z 
7 

1 

4 
3 

5 
55 
9 
99 
9'-19 

9999 
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PROGRAM KRYST!IhPLT,OUTPUT,TAPEz=lNPUT,TAPEJ=OUTPUTl 
THIS PROG~AM CALCULATES ThE ENERGIES OF MCLECULES IN A ONE
DIMENSIONAL CHAIN W~ERE THE NEARE5T-NEICHSOR I~TERACTION IS 
BETA. PROVISION IS MADE TO LOCATE TWO l~PU~ITY MOLECULES hiTH 
TRAP DE?THS TRAP1 AND TRAPz. THE TRAFS A~E LCCATED IN THE 
CHAIN BY SPECIFYING LGCAT:ONS IT1 AND ITz, CIMENSION A IS 
THE CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX AND IS (IME~SIC~ED FOR THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF MOLECULES IN THE CHAIN. SUBROUtiNE JACVAT IS A 
USER SUPPLIED CCCE FCR OIAGONALillNG A. N IS THE NUMEE~ OF 
DATA SElS TC BE RUN. 
DIMENSIJN Al160•1tOitliGVALI16QI 
READ!z,551N 
00 1 L::1 ,N 
READ!z,5l 8ETA,TRAP1,ITi,TRAPz,ITz 
WRITE(J, 9'391 
WRITE!J,S9l BETA,TRAPl,IT1tTRAPz,Hz 
00 3I=1' 1€:0 
00 4 J=1t160 
IF!FLOAT!II-FLOAT(Jil6,7 1 8 
IFIFLIJAT !Jl-FLOATCII-lol 7 ,z,7 
IF ( F L 0 AT I II - F l CAT I J ) -1 • I 7 ,z , 7 
ACI,JI=BETA 
GO TO 4 
AII,JI=O• 
CONTINU~ 

CONTI NUl 
AIIT1tiT!I=TRAP1 
AIITz,ITZI::TRAP2 
CALL JACVAT!A,1b0t160tOtEIGVAL,OL~MYI 
WRITE I J, C:9931 
WRITE I 3, 91 I ( "', E I G VAL I K) l , K= 1• 16 0 I 
WRITE!J, 999'31 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT!ZF10•3tl5tF10•3ti51 
FO~MAT!IZI 
FORMAT!6!zX,IJ,F1Z•811 
FORMAT!!X,F8.5,F1C•3t4X,I3r4X,F10•3t4X,I31 
FORMAT! 4 BETA•,sx,•TRAP 1•,sx,•T1 LOC•,sx,•TRAP z•,sx,•tz LOC•I 
FORMAT (!HOI 
STOP 
END 

\. .. / 



c 
c 

..,.,..t c 
' J 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

0 Q 0 7 0 6 
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PRO GRAM PR CHI H INPUT, OUT PUT, TAPES: INPUT, TAPE f:=OU TPUT> 

THIS PRJGRAM CALCULATES KPO, THE FROMOTION RATE CONSTANT TO THE 
EXCITuN BANO FRCM THE DEEP TRAF I~ THE PRESE~CE CF SHALLC~ TRAPS. 
THE INPUT PA~AMETERS ARE --

CARD 1 -- NUH8£R OF DATA SETS 
CARD 2 --

N--THE NUMB£~ OF TEMPERATURES !EXPERIMENTAL DATAl 
PCT--PERCENT SHALLOW TRAP CONCENTRATION 
STE--SHALLC~ T~A? ENERGY WRT CEEP TRAP 
BCE.--BANO CE~TER ENERGY WP.T DEEP TRAP 
BETA--NEAREST NEIG~BOR INTE~ACTION 

AVOEP--AVERACE TRAP DEFTH EELCh SAND 
FC--FRANCK-CCNUON FACTOR DESCRIBING OVERLAP OF TRAP/BAND MCLECULE 

WAVEFUII:CTIONS 
THE NEXT N CARCS CONTAIN EXPE~I~ENTAL OATA--KP OESERVEC, TEMP 

THE MODEL FOR THIS PROGRAM IS PRESE.NTED IN CHAPTER VI IN THE SEt
liON ON INTERPRETATION OF SPINLCCKING RESULTS 

REAL KPM,KPB,FC 
PI:lt.Q"ATANC1eOI 
READ!5,51) NlJM 

51 FORMAT<ISI 
00 7 IK=1tNUM 
REA0!5,5lN,FCT,STE,2CE,BETA,AVGEF,FC 

5 FORMATCI5,6E10•0J 
WRITEC&,19l 

19 FORMAT(//,lXt"FCT SHALLOW TRAP STRAP EN BAND C E~ 
CTA AVDEFTH FRANCK-CONDOM") 

WRITE!6,91PCT,STE,UCE,BETA,AVCEP,FC 
9 F 0 P.H AT (6 X, E 10 • 3 , 5 X, E 10 • 3 , 4X, E 10 • 3 , 4X t E 10 • 3 t 4 X ,E 10 • 3, 4X, E 10 • 31 

WP.IT£ (6, 291 
29 FORHAT!3X,"TEMP KP MEASURE[ KP TO BANC ATTEN"l 

P:PCT/100. 
SM£=1•0 
LP=IFIX!1.1P-1.1 
00 6 M=1oLP 
SME:SME+<~ETA/AVO£PJ••<2"MI 

6 CONTINUE 
00 2 J= 1 ,N 
BT:(). 
READ (5,55lKPM, T1 
T=1•/T1 

55 FORMATC2E10·0~ 
00 3 I=ltLP 
BF=O. ' 
Rl:FLOAT <Il 
00 It K=l .I 
RK:FLOAT CKI 
EB=BCE+c•0"3ETA"CCS!!RK"Pl)/(RI+1•1l 
BF=BF+EXP!-EE/(.695"Tll . 

It CONTINUE 
BT:l3T+9F /RI 

3 CONTINUE 
ATTEN=BT/CBT+SME"EXP(-STEI!.695"Tli"FCJ 
t<PB= KPM• A TT EN 
WRITE(6,991T,KP~,KPB,ATTENtT1 

99 FORHAT(<;(zX,E10 •3>> 
2 CONTINUE 
7 CONTitHJE 

STOP 
END 

BE 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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PROGRAM OFFRESCINFUT,OUTPuT,TAPE2=INPUT,TAPE3=0UTPUTl 
THIS ~ROGRAM CALCULATES THE ELECT~ON ORDfNING DECAY IN THE AB
SENCE OF VERTICAL !T1l PROCESSES. THE INPUT PA~A~ETERS JRE-
KX,KY--THE DECAY RATE CONSTA~TS fCR THE TWO LEVELS 
CXoCY--T~E FeEDING RATES TC Th~ T~O LEVELS 
KM--- THE MIGRATION RATE CONSTANT 
XX,YY--T~E NOR~ALIZED POPULATICtJS OF THE LOWER' AN[ UPPER STATES 
A-- THE FRACT!Oh CF SLOW SYSTE~S 
THE MAXIMUM TIME PRCGRA~NED IS 1CO MSEC !N 1 MSEC STEPS. 
THIS MAY BE LENGT~ENED BY INC~EASlNG THE (0 LCOP INDEX I~ 
THE SEC:JNO LGOP. 
REAL KX,KY,KM,KYM,KXM,KXO,KYO 
READIZoSIKX,CX,KY,CY,KM 
READ (2,5lYY,XX,A 

5 FORMAT!5E1D·OI 
WRITE. (J, 191 A 

19 FO~MAT!//,5X,•THE FRACTION OF SLCW SPINS IS=•o1X,F4.3l 
HRITEC3,291KX,CXoKYtC~,KM 

29· FORHATCtX,•Kx=•,Et0•3t•Cx=•,E10•Jo•KY=•oE10o3t•CY:•,ElO•~t2Xo•KH=• 
!.E 10 o31 

WRITE13o91YY,XX 
9 FORMAT!tX,•UPPEF LEVEL POP=•,F5.4 9 5X,•LCkER LEVEL FOP=•,F~.4l 

W~ITE!J, 3'31 
39 FOR~ATI4X,•TIHE•,6X,•SIGNAL•,4Xo•LN SIGNAL•) 

TF=C1.-AI 
YF:TF•YY 
YS:A•XX 
XS=A•1'Y 
XF:TF•xx 
TPY=YF+YS 
TPX=XF+XS 
RPARH: 1• -z.•A 
KYM= KY+KH 
KXH= KX+KH 
KXO:KX•KXH 
KYO=KYM• KY 
CO2 J=ittOO 
T=FLOATCJ-tl•.oct 
EXPYt=EXPI-KYM 4 Tl 
EXPY2=EXP 1-KY •T l 
EXPXt=£~Pf-KXH•T) 

EXPXz=EXP (-KX •T l 
T1=2••EXPY1 4 1A 4 YF-TF•YS+CCY•RPAR~I/(YHI 

T2=RPARM•EXPY2 4 fTPY-z.•CY/KYI 
TJ=z.•KM•RPARM•CCY/KYO-CX/KXO) 
T~=2o•EXPX1•CTF 4 XS-A•XF-CCX 4 RPARMI/KXH) 

T5:-RPAF~•FXPxz•<TPX-z.•CX/KXI 

ORDLOS=Tl+Tz+TJ+T4+T5 
ALORD=ALCGIASSIC~CLOSll 

WRITE(J,~91T,CROLCS,AL~~D 

~9 fORMATitX,El0•3o2XtE10•3t~X,E10•3l 
2 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 



0 0 J 0 4 s 0 6 7 0 7 
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ABSTHACT 

A dynamical theory of electron diffr2ction, based on the HO\vie-

Whelan equations and generalised to the non-centrosymmetric ca~:e, has hc.~en 

used successfully to determine the absolute configuration of the struc-

ture in ordered lithium ferrite (L3.Fc
5
o

8
) crystals. The ability to dis

tinguish between the P4
1

32 and P4
3

32 spaccgroups on a very fine scale has 

be~n demonstrated. 
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\~hen the symrnc.try operations, which ecn:;t:ituLc. ·the spnce group of 

a structure, includes ne:ithE:r an iriven;ion nor a reflection opcrnt:i.on, · 

then the structure can exist in two ennnt:iomorphous forms, a right-

handed and a left-handed orie. The prer:-~cnce of the two etwnl icnnorph~.~ 

co-existing within a sample can be verified in the electron mi.cr0scopc 

by imaging in dark.:..field in a multi-heam orientation, vlith the elc~ctron · 

beam parallel with a zone axis, along which the crystal d6es not show 

a centre of symmetry in projection (Van dcr lliest and Thonkls, 1975). 

One takes advantage here of violation in Friedel Is v1w (Sernce] s 

et al., 1973) which may cause a difference in background intensity of 

the two structures. In this paper it will be shown that it iG possihle 

to determine uniquely the configuration of the structure i.e. whether 

it is left or right~handed using the results of a dynamical theory 

The material studied is lithium ferrite (LiFe
5
o

8
). All expcri-· 

mental observations in this paper were made on a Hitachi llu-650 micro-

scope operating at 650 kV. The samples were discs of ordered li.'thium 

ferrite, chemically polished in hot phosphoric acid. This preparation 

technique does cause some etching along the boundaries between the 

eriantiomorphs, but it yields otherwise smooth surfaces. 

Thickness fringe profiles were calculated for both structures 

using the Howie-Whelan equations (Howie and Hhelan; 1961) generalised 

for the n beam case: 

= 1Ti 2:. 
. r. f h 

2ni (sh-s ) z (!!h-g ;- i u1• -. ) e g k __ l.:l.i 
·z k 

z 

1/J . 

h·-g 
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These equc:;tions · .:~re of the smne form as those for centro··sytnm(c!:d.c 

crystals. In the present case however Uh c-md U 1

1 
are complex 

-g 1-g 
* I I)~ 

quantities with the provision that U = U · U = U 
· h-g g-·h, h-g g-h. It: was 

·. • B I 

assumed that the phase factors of uh = luh le1 
h-g and u -g ~g . h-g 

I idi lu le ·h-g 
h -g 

are the same i.e. 0
1 

= <P 
]-g h-g' lJlh is the amplitude of beam h, z_is 

the depth in the crystal; sh is the deviation parameter of beam h. kz is.· 

the .component normal· to the foil surface of the wavevector reprcsEmt-

ing the incident wave, after correction for refraction by tl1e mean poten-

' tial in the crystal. Uh and Uh are the Fourier components of the real 

and complex parts of the crystal potential V(r) + iW(r). The cornrilex 

part is introduced to represent absorption processes in the crystal 

(Hashimoto, Howie and Whelan, 1960). The differential equations 

were integrated using a fourth order modified Runge-Kutta method. Up to 

.61 beams were included in the calculations. The 440 reflection has the 

~hortest two beam extinction distance of the beams considered and this 

length was used to normalise the depth z. 

Lithium ferrite has the spinel structure with a 3:1 mixture of ion 

and lithium ions on the octahedral sites. Below 750°C, these ions take 

on an ordered arrangement. The structure of ordered lithium ferrite 

was determined by Braun (1952). · It can occur in two enantiomorphic 

forms,_ P4
1

32 (right-handed screw axis) and P4 332 (left-hand-ed ·scre¥7 

axis). It has been shown that both forms coexist on a fine scale in an 

ordered sample (Van der Biest and Thomas, 1975). Figure 1 shm-1s an 

example. The orientation in the figure was near [332]. The black and 

white contrast in the dark field is due to the change in spaecgroup. 

In bright field no contrast is observed between the two enantiomorphic 
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runs through the thick \,,eclge-slwpetl crysL1L- lt is c:lear from Fig. 2a 

that the tllack--t-Jh:Lte contrast obs':'rvcd in dark--field in fi1:urc 1 \·!l] l 

be strongly dep(~nd(-•nt on t1te thickness of the crystal. 

The orientation of figure 2 is very close to a symmetrical [~332] 

oricnt<Jtion. Figu're 3 shovlS a number of relcvm1t thickness fringe pn)flJc•s 

ca leula ted for this orientation. Hhcn performing these ealculations, a 

choice has to be made for the values of the absorption p<lr<Jmeters. No 

attempt \vac; made in this study to either calculate or experi.mentrd.ly determine 

these values. Instead, it was assumed throughout this study that the 
. , I I 

anormalous absorption parameters 11 [, h = lu 1
1 

lk . are the sfrme for all ht!;un>;. 
g- . g-1 z 

The- thickness fringe profiles Here calculated for a range of valuc•s with 
I I 

. the ratios s Is and s I(, between 0. arid 0.1. 
g g 0 0 

The orientation of the crystal in figure 1 could be deduced from the 

position of the Kikuchi lines on the plate. It was found that the projeCtion 

pf the incident wave vectoik on the reciprocal lattice plane (332) is 

very close to k = (-. 7.S, 1. 25, -. 7 5). Thickness fringe profiles for this 
. X . 

orientation and g = llO are shown ·in figure 4. The thickness fringe pro-

files for the bright field are not shown in figures 3 and 4 but were found 

to be identical for both the P4
1

32 and P4
3

32 variant, ~~ required by ~he 

reciprocity theorem (P~gany and Turner, 1968). This provided a useful 

check on the performance of the computer programs. It is evident from 

the results in figures 3 and 4 that especially in the thicker porti011s 

of the cr1stal, the fringe pattern is quite sensitive to the oricntatibn 

and the values of the absorption parameters~ However~ ft is noted (figure 3) 

that the first bright fringe will be closer to the edge of the f~il in the 

P4332 variant than in the P4132 variant for g = llO. This result is 

reversed when the sign of g is changed (figure 4). This result proved 

to l'c V;ll·icl for a wide r;mp,c' of oi·ientaticms and values of the absorption 



parameter. The latter is undcn;t:mdable bec.1ur;'~ nt>nr the edge of the f:o:U 

absorption-can be neg]_ected. Using th~result, it is clear that in 

figure 2 domain 1 has the P:4
3

32 structures and domain 2 the Pq 132 st:ruc:tun~. 

When performing this analysis, care has to be taken to correctly :index 

the diffraction pattern. The calculations were performed with atomic 

coordinates referred to right-handed. axis, stundard in crystallogre~pliy. 

In the printed diffractioh pattern, however, a l£ft-handed reference 

system has_to be used for indexing. In the genera.l case of a non

centrosynnuetric crystal, one would also need to dif;tinguish between a 

[UVW] orientation and [UVW]. In the present case, this is not nec<.~ssary 

because [332] and [332] are related by a 180° rotation around the [llO] 

direction, which is a two-fold rotation axis in both space groups. ll<mcc., 

these two orientations are equivalent here. This retardation in 

the formation of the first bright fringe occurs only for 110 type reflec

tions in lithium ferrite. For other reflections this does not occur 

{figure 3d). 

An attempt was made to simulate the micrograph of figure 2a, using 

the overprinting technique on the line printer of the computer. The 

sub routine 1IALFTN, described by Head et al {1973), was used for this 

purpose in an adapted form. A grey scale of eight steps was used by 

overprinting up to three different symbols. An example is shown in 

figure 2b, which may be compared to figure 2a. The boundary between the 

domains has not been simulated. When making this comparison, one f.>hould 

disregard the relative widths of the fringes as these depend only on the 

local slope of-the crystal wedge. What is important is the way the 
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thicknes~.> fringes meet at the boundary. Recognising the li 111it at ions 

of the t:rey scale usccl, \,,hich is inodequat.c to represc·nt tlw diffc..·rencc:i~ 

in contr<wt :in t:ht~ micro;jraph, one may concli.Jdc: ·tlwl the AgT.·et•ment 

between tl;c experimental bnd cnlculrited micrographs is good. 

Comp~1rison of the simulated micror,rwphs, calculated [or. a range 

of absorption paramete1:s, shm,'<~d that .best agreement \van obtnined for 

the following values of the absorption parameters: 
I 

~ It;, = • 07, 
0 0 

I 

C IF;, = .OS. This choice of absorption parameters 
g g 

is somewhat subjective, as it was found that variations in absorption 

parameters could be compensated for, to a limited extent, by ndjusting 

the g·rey scale. used. No claim is m.:1de here that these values represent 

an accurate determination of the absorption parameters. Still, tl1ey 

represent a rough guide foi the values that need to be used. 

The method used to determine the spaccgroup of the doma i t1s in 

figure 2, Le. from the relative position of the first bright fringe, 

can only be tised for domains en1ing at the edge of the crystal. In 

the general case, one needs to determine the thickness of the foil as 

accurately as possible and then deduce from the thickness fringe profil~s 

which variant is the brightest. The thi~kness of the foil in figure 1 

has been determined accurately using a method designed by von Heimcndahl 

(1973), who determined that the accuracy of the method is around 4% for 

routine work. The result for the area in figure 1 is 3905K or 4.31 s440 . 

Assuming an error of 5%, this yields a thickness range of 3710A to 4JOOA 

or 4.09 t;,
440 

to 4.53 ~440 . From figure 4b it can be. deduced that within 

this thickness range P4
1

32 is the brighte;'t variant and that the largest 

dj ff<>r<•nce OCCUr!> At 4. 3 [,
11110

• Jt is lil~e]y that in figure 1 the thic:l;-· 

ness is very close to this value, because the:> contrast is 
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very pronounced. 

Thi.s conclusion :is not altered i.f other .values of the apr;orpt:i on 

parameters are considered (figs. 4a, c, d). A study of the points of 

intersection of the two.thickl1ess fringe profiles as a function i:Jf the 

absorption parameters ·Shows that these po5_nts do not depend very much 

on the value of the absorption parameters, although small shifts do oceur. 

For those thicknesses where s.trong contrast between enantiomorphs i~ 

predicted, the value of the absorption parameter will not determine which. 

one has the stronger intensity. 

· The calculations yielded the following results regarding the con

trast between enantiomorphic domains: (i) When only a ~ystematic 110 row 

is operating, the thickness fringe profiles of both enantiomorphs are 

identical. This has been experimentally observed (see figure 3c in 

Vander Biest and Thomas, 1975). However, a moderately strong non

systematic reflection can be sufficient to introduce contrast (fig. 6c, 

op~ cit.) (ii) No significant difference in intensity between left 

and right-handed variants has been calculated for spinel type reflections. 

No contrast is observed experimentally. This is understandable as the 

non::-centrosymmetry is a direct result of the ordering process, hence the 

accompanying contrast phenomena such as a~ti-phase boundaries and con

trast betwe~n enaritiomorphs, will be a~sociatcd with the superlattice 

reflections. (iii) The contrast between domains was not found for some 

superlattice reflections. No difference in thickness fringe profiles 

were found for 112 type reflections with [UUW] = 345 or [tNW] = 342. 

Thi" \•7.1P. 011 sn r·nnfi nnr>d experimcntnlly. 
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electron diffraction, aclaptccl to tltc~ ll<'ll···ccnL 1 v-:ynu:,<·tr:L(: ca::;L·. C.<Jn be~ 

used succcs~:;fully to dcterm:i.nt~ the <ibsolul:e configurnt:Lon of n sl.hH:t:un:. 

In the general case this· \vill require an accurate dct ennin:H::i on of the 

thickness of the foil as the contrast bct\·;rccn c~ntmtiomorph~; i:> t;Lrongly 

thicknE~ss dependent. It was found thnt :if the <"Jsf:;umption c:Jn be 111adc 

that the anomalous absorption pe~ramctc~r- is the r;:-~me. for a] l beams, an 

accurate knowledge of this parameter is not neccsnnry t'! make tb<' annlyrd :; . 

In the particular case of lithium ferrite, the structure dl·tcrmin:Jtion 

can be accomplished quickly by observing the relative location of the 

first fringe in domains which arc terminat.cd by the edge of the foil. 

This method may not be available in other structures and is in any 

case limited to 110 type reflections in Lithium ferrite. 
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fje]d, bri ght nr C'~t S h ave th e Plf
1
_32 s truc t ur e. D:.nk nr e;lh lwvl~ tlt (~ P/1 '1 / 3 . 

struclur~ (for an a lysi s , se c t ext). 

Fip2.1:1r e _ _?:.· (a) Dark fi e ld ( g "' llO) \llllll cor rc· o-~ ponrlin g diffl ·.;,ction pat! ern 

of a Hedg e shape d crys t a l of lithiuw f e rrit e . Th e duma in lahr~ Jlecl J hn1~ 

the P4
3

32 structure. 'The domain lnb e J. l c~ d 2 has . the P4
1

32 structure·. (for 

an analysis see text). 

(b) Simulat e d micrograph of (a). The boundary hn~; not b(•Un 

I I 

simulated. t;, It;, = .07 
0 0 

E;, IE;, = .OS for a]l g. Symrnctric [332) or:i e ntil
g g 

tion. The corresponding thickness fringe profile is shm..ru in fir;Ltre Jh. 

Figur~. Calculatedthicknes s fringe progiles. Voltnge: 650 kV. 
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